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FOREWORDFOREWORDFOREWORDFOREWORD

"THE EPITAPH OF FINANCE" touches the nerve centre of our world's

economic problems: MONEY. The use of money has until now been viewed

as the only possible way to conduct an economy, yet that understanding

could not be further from the truth. Interplanetarily speaking, money is an

exception and not the rule, depending on what stage of evolvement a

society of beings has arrived at.

The dynasty of MONEY has completed its debut and will finish its course

with the end of this age. It will not be carried over into the new era which is

to come. It served the people little good, for its industry has always been

controlled by a minority of men who kept carefully hidden from public view,

and in running their dynasty of finance never intended to operate in the best

interest of the people.

So far this dynasty has remained invincible. Its system has penetrated all

facets of human life with utterly devastating effects, yet liberation must

happen if the human spirit is to become properly prepared for evacuation

into a paradisiacal world.

The writer considers "BEYOND RELIGION: ABUNDANT JOY!" as not off

topic to "THE EPITAPH OF FINANCE." The philosophy of economic

exploitation of the people with impunity via a debauched financial system

has its counterpart in religious exploitation of the people's consciences via

churches creating fear of damnation in "hell" from an angry God. For

example, those bold enough to refuse paying the IRS contributions into the

Federal Reserve Bank must fear the wrath of the System just as much as

those are expected to fear endless "fires of hell" from a "wrathful God"

should they be found in minor transgressions of religious rules, for the

religious exploiters say: "We are sinners and forever shall remain such, and

so much as one sin can effectively bar us from ever enjoying the presence of

God in heaven and thus consigns us to a state of eternal damnation."

Obviously both systems exploit the people, and so we have found it

appropriate to place both titles under one cover.
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"All the perplexities, confusion and distress in America

arise not from defects in the Constitution or confederation,

not from want of honour or virtue,

so much as from downright ignorance

of the nature of coin, credit and circulation."

U.S. President JOHN ADAMS (1735-1826)

THE EPITAPH OF FINANCE

PART ONEPART ONEPART ONEPART ONE

INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

Throughout all of known history of man some form of barter or money

system was used to facilitate an orderly exchange of goods and services

among the people. These systems of finance, while on one hand having

been employed to the accomplishing of much good, yet on the other

nonetheless failed the people miserably. The power of finance has in the

past, as well as today, been used for the purpose of warfaring and setting

up of great empires of economic tyranny, not to mention the concentration

of wealth in the hands of a few, and thus the controllers, in utter absence of

concern for the people, are leaving a great majority of the people with very

little access to basic essentials for the sustenance of life in dignity.

The contradiction in this imbalance is staggering in light of scientifically

proven available resources of mother Earth to the achieving of a comfortable

lifestyle for all of her 6 billion people as being well within her ability to

deliver. WE DO NOT HAVE A SUPPLY PROBLEM! When walking through our
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shopping malls and supermarkets we see an enormity of products and

services available for human consumption to be shared by all. So then, what

has gone wrong? Why are we facing starvation for the masses? The answer

to this soul-searching question can be condensed into this simple phrase:

UNRIGHTEOUS CONTROL OF MONEY.

At this late of an hour in the history of mankind this writer is no longer

interested in a mere reversal of such control into that of a "righteous" one.

Many good men of the past have tried and failed, i.e. Major C. H. Douglas,

Abraham Lincoln, Raoul Couette, Premier Aberhardt, J.F. Kennedy and

Benjamin Franklin, and the outcome of their noble efforts we behold with a

heart of sadness. We also believe it will be difficult for individual

governments to regain control over their currencies after having abandoned

such control centuries ago into the cunning hands of a few private citizens.

Well have the money grinders succeeded in their attempts of bribery and

blackmail of our elected, and sometimes monarchical rulers of the day, and

broadened their power base to the point where this oligarchy has now

become invincible at their own game of financial control, or so it seems.

And, of course, it stands to reason that they always operate without scruple

in the protection of their power. So is there then any hope for mankind to

ever escape from under the heavy hands of the money changers? Yes. If it

were not so, this book would not have been written.

Because a concealed oligarchy is at the controls for the issuing of credit

(which means the creation and release of brand new currency) as well as the

cost in the form of interest for the extension of such credit, they therefore

are never short of money for any scheme of debauchery. Unless the

governments of this planet combine, we, the people, will continue to fail in

our attempts to wrestle control away from the money lords in order to see it

restored to the legislatures of our nation's governments. Isolated efforts by

individual governments to gain control over their currency will fail. Why? For

in all finality not even their own bureaucracy is controlled by their own

governing hand, but rather by merciless money-grinding scoundrels, who

have laid a cruel yoke upon the necks of the people! Elected representatives

have yet to prove their fortitude in controlling the monster of bureaucracy

and law enforcement for the purpose of neutralizing the disproportionate
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power of international financiers. On the other hand though, nations ruled

by a system of autocracy have a definite advantage when it comes to

dealing with the destiny of their own currency.

SO FAR WE HAVE FAILED IN GAINING CONTROL OVER OUR CURRENCY

BECAUSE WE, THE PEOPLE, CANNOT FOCUS AND UNITE TOWARD THE

ACCOMPLISHMENT OF SUCH A GOAL! FURTHERMORE, WE DO NOT KNOW

HOW MONEY WORKS, AND HAVE BECOME TOO FRAGMENTED IN OUR

SOCIETAL STRUCTURAL MAKE-UP. WE ALSO HAVE BECOME TOO

PREOCCUPIED WITH THE CHALLENGE OF SURVIVAL IN A WORLD LADEN WITH

TIME CONSTRAINTS AND COMPETITION AND HAVE LOST OUR ABILITY TO

WORK TOGETHER IN HARMONY ON ANY ISSUE!

The Bible phrase "My people perish for lack of knowledge" reflects also

very well the sorry state of affairs society is in, and couple that lack of

knowledge with the spinelessness of those, who predominantly as lawyers

have exchanged their hats for that of politicians, making laws to further

strife in the nation for the expansion of their profession's income base, as

everyone fights everyone else in courts of law, then the result becomes a

deadly mix of poison for the snuffing out of any nation's soul.

Of course, monopolization of knowledge and understanding (at times

also called "secrets") has always been an old hat trick used effectively by

those endowed with understanding (know-how) toward the enslavement of

an entire populace, where the insights of the "few" were carefully kept away

from observation by the rest. Without such monopolization of knowledge no

one could rise to the status of pre-eminence above his peers and profit

from the toil of the masses. The destruction of equality by the "enlightened

few" among those, who are biochemically and ethereally equal before the

creation, resulted in a terrible societal imbalance, which will, if it continues

to go unchecked, result in humanity's implosion and final annihilation. The

economic system of today has made toilers out of the people and divided

their strength of unity by pitting men against women, blacks against whites,

east against west, conservatives against liberals and Christians against

Moslems, so at no point in time will society at large ever be able to deal with

their common but rather "enlightened" enemy: THE FEW, WHO PERPETUATE
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UNRIGHTEOUS CONTROL OF MONEY!

Having begun to understand the nature of mankind's gravest problem,

the men and women, the blacks and the whites, the communists and the

capitalists, the Caucasians and the native Indians, the Arabs, and the Jews,

must now lay their weapons of contention aside and begin to understand

that each is an identical and equal fragment of the creative process of the

Universe; that all are equally precious in the sight of the gods and

goddesses of creation, and each one is in reality and fact endowed with the

potential of creating a complete union of consciousness with every other

portion or fragment of mankind, whether they reside here on this earthen

plane, or on a star system beyond this galaxy.

We all understand that the molecular structure of our bodies is

essentially the same and therefore the requirements for sustaining that

structure are also identical. We all need food, access to washrooms, breathe

air and insulate our bodies from the cold. That being the case, then why can

we not all unite and work in unity toward satisfying the basic essentials of

life and leave the rest of toiling undone?

For example, the establishment of cathedrals and manufacturing of

weapons of warfare will never accomplish to put food into our hungry

bellies, or roofs over our heads, or protect the interests of our brothers and

sisters, with whom we are equal before the Creation, and who have the

same right of access to such basic essentials of life. What we are doing in

such case is this: We are diverting our focus of attention and our energies

away from supplying our own and our brother's needs and wasting our

energies toward an endeavour which does neither of us any good. As we

endeavour to destroy our brother by competing against him, we only

destroy ourselves, and as, for example, we expect him to donate toward the

construction of a cathedral, we are taking away his life energy which he

needs to provide for himself and his family.  When we do this to our brother,

why then, are we not also doing this to ourselves? Indeed! MY BROTHER IS

MYSELF BEFORE THE UNIVERSE, and when for me at last hour of departure

comes, I must come back down to a third-dimensional environment,

stepping once again behind the veil of forgetfulness (where forces of light
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and darkness collide), only to learn over again lessons of unity and oneness

of a species hitherto unlearned.

There is no escape from our obligation of being our brother's keeper,

and for as long as we continue to view him as a rival or competitor to be

eliminated, so we ourselves can prevail at his expense, our lessons of life

remain unlearned, and thus we have condemned ourselves to the misery of

repetitions of low quality incarnations.

The key question remains: Will I as a man be able to unite in peace with

my wife in the absence of strife? Will I as a white man be able to finally

understand, that my black brother's difference to me is only colour and little

else? Will I be finally able to learn, that I, if I were a capitalist, have nothing

in difference with my brother, who may be a communist, than that of pure

ideology, which has done no "good" than to keep us apart? Once we beginOnce we beginOnce we beginOnce we begin

to comprehend our undeniable connection with the completeness of theto comprehend our undeniable connection with the completeness of theto comprehend our undeniable connection with the completeness of theto comprehend our undeniable connection with the completeness of the

Universe and strive towards our individual integration into that universalUniverse and strive towards our individual integration into that universalUniverse and strive towards our individual integration into that universalUniverse and strive towards our individual integration into that universal

oneness of all mankind, then all weapons of warfare, power and greedoneness of all mankind, then all weapons of warfare, power and greedoneness of all mankind, then all weapons of warfare, power and greedoneness of all mankind, then all weapons of warfare, power and greed

will be laid down in favour of an enthusiastic preference for peace,will be laid down in favour of an enthusiastic preference for peace,will be laid down in favour of an enthusiastic preference for peace,will be laid down in favour of an enthusiastic preference for peace,

safety, security and harmony for all.safety, security and harmony for all.safety, security and harmony for all.safety, security and harmony for all. Idealistic? We don't think so, for many

civilizations throughout the universe function on that basis of oneness and

by a universally accepted standard of ethics.

There is an alternative to this life's condition in economic bondage

around the power of money! The creation of that alternative begins with the

melding of our minds into a oneness of spirit and objective, and then

proceeding on towards working in unison for the best interests of each

other, outside of restrictions of financial despotism as conducted by an

unconcerned minority!

"The world is governed by very different personages

from what is imagined by those

who are not behind the scenes."

Earl of Beaconsfield BENJAMIN DISRAELI

(1804-1881)
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CHAPTER ONE:  UNDERSTANDING MONEYCHAPTER ONE:  UNDERSTANDING MONEYCHAPTER ONE:  UNDERSTANDING MONEYCHAPTER ONE:  UNDERSTANDING MONEY

THE ORIGIN OF MONEY IDENTIFIEDTHE ORIGIN OF MONEY IDENTIFIEDTHE ORIGIN OF MONEY IDENTIFIEDTHE ORIGIN OF MONEY IDENTIFIED

There is no intrinsic value in money. At best we are looking at a bunch of

fancy printed paper where one large tree or inexpensive fibres, cut and

ground up, could supply enough for millions of bank notes.

However at one time coins were stamped from certain precious metals,

and if one was not convinced the value stamped on its face matched that of

its intrinsic value as a precious metal, his owner always had the choice to

melt the coin down and use the metal for barter. That system of money

became awkward to use, when expanding economies grew and insufficient

amounts of precious metal coins were made available to match the demand

for them. Of course, the result was invariably an artificially stagnated

economy, where too few coins were chasing too many goods, a situation,

which created recessions. Sounds familiar? Good. And since no one would

even dare to work without the promise of "pay" (coins), the portion of labour

required and available in that particular economy remained undone. The

people, who had no coins, could not eat, for the farmer would only grow as

many chickens as coins were made available to him. The paradox of the day

then became "starvation in the midst of abundance." (Not much has

changed since those "good old days," right?) The power of the coin makers

was awesome indeed.

Centuries ago people with gold would "bank" it with a custodian for

safekeeping, and in return for it would be issued a certificate stating exactly

the value of it in gold. The holder of this certificate then proceeded to use

this piece of paper like we would money, where then the new holder of it,

could, if he so chose, at any time redeem this certificate at the custodian for

its face value of gold. However that rarely happened, because the exchange

of the "certificates" made buying and selling very convenient. So as time

went by, the people "forgot" about their right of access to the gold, and the

custodian began "issuing" new certificates backed by the gold under his

care, which would never be picked up anyway by any holder of certificates,
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yet all the while the custodian was charging a "fee" (interest) for his services.

Eventually the marketplace had many times the amount of gold-backed

certificates in circulation than what the custodian had gold in vaults. Since

the people never knew how much gold was under his care, they never

questioned the ethics of his actions. And thus a banker's "counterfeiting"

was born. When people had to return to the custodian certificates of greater

value, than what they had been issued (what they had borrowed) because of

his "fees" for that service, they got in big trouble, for they had no gold

wherewith to pay the "fees" (interest charges) and in the course of time had

not only lost the right to all their gold, but also saw their properties

confiscated by him. And that is how the idea of "money" was born, where

the custodian became the most powerful individual of the entire community.

As time went by and trade grew around the world, the "gold standard"

was finally abandoned and declared impractical, since not enough gold was

made available to provide a back-up for the increased amounts of currency

in circulation. What a windfall profit that day gave to the currency

custodians, for in conjunction with that decision they automatically became

the legal inheritors of all the gold, which was set aside for backing the

people's money! This departure from the gold standard made economically

no difference at all, because it did not alter the people's recognition of the

value of money. Consequently, hardly anyone got upset about it. And when

the face value of all the silver coins in North America became less than its

intrinsic value in silver, the worth of thousands of tons of the people's silver

fell also into the hands of the currency controllers for the expansion of their

own profit base.

By the way, have we ever asked ourselves how it is possible for the entire

gold production of the world to be at all times pre-sold, regardless of

market requirements for gold in the electronics and other industries? Well,

here we have the currency custodians again paying for gold with money

created out of thin air, purely based on their legal right to do so. While the

creation of credit out of nothing in itself is not wrong, for that mechanism is

necessary to jumpstart any economic system and also for the maintaining of

balance between the money supply and an economy's productive capacity,

we feel however it is wrong to misuse it for the broadening of one's power
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base and acquisition of personal wealth, by claiming ownership to

properties and commodities paid for by money created out of nothing.

Counterfeiters are mercilessly punished at the instigation of the money

lords, yet these lords' practice of credit creation is nothing less than

counterfeiting, the creation of funds out of thin air.

As mentioned before, the money monopolists had decades earlier on

awarded themselves with the people's gold by releasing the currency from

its gold standard. They also set interest rates and use the IRS for the

purpose of collecting tribute to fill the coffers of the Federal Reserve with

our hard-earned cash, money, they really don't need, as they can create it

by the "stroke of a pen." (And here we thought our taxes were to support

the Federal Government! Just look who owns and controls the Federal

Reserve and who cancels your cheques of taxes paid! Certainly not the

Government of the United States!)

So there you have the location, or better, institution of where our money

originates: at the highest level of the banking system, the institutions, which

have been awarded the nation's greatest and most sacred trust ever: THAT

OF THE CREATION OF THE CREDIT OF THE NATION OUT OF NOTHING!

Great myths exist around the issue of where and how money originates

or makes its first appearance. Here our banks have made absolutely no

effort in dispelling those myths. One of them is the lie that banks can only

lend the depositors' money. Yet the truth of the matter is that at no time

ever do they do such a thing, nor are they by law even allowed to do that. In

1939 the Governor of the Bank of Canada, Mr. Graham Towers, was called

before the Banking and Commerce Committee of Parliament and among

many other questions was asked, whether banks lend their depositor's

money. Mr. Towers categorically stated:

Banks cannot, of course, loan the money of their depositors... What

depositors do with these savings is quite beyond the control of the banks (p.

445). They do not lend their deposits, of course! (p. 398). 

So then, where according to Mr. Towers do the banks get the monies
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from, which they so liberally use to either finance their extravagant

buildings or lend governments, corporations, businesses and individuals

into unrepayable debt situations with?

Questioner: Is there no question about it, that the banks do create

that medium of exchange (out of nothing)?

Mr. Towers: That is right. That is what they are there for... That is

banking business, just in the same way that a steel plant makes steel (p.

287). The manufacturing process consists of making a pen-and-ink or

typewritten entry on a card or in a book. That is all! (p. 238). 

One of the questioners then proceeded to ask, whether anything, which

was physically possible for mankind to achieve, could also be made available

financially.

Mr. Towers: Certainly!

Sadly to say however, our spineless elected politicians squandered this

most sacred trust, which the people's constitutions endowed them with, and

gave it away into the hands of a group of shrewd and ruthless minority, in

return for a very hollow promise: the promise, that “credit will be extended

in the best interests of the nation.” Obviously that part of the bargain was

never taken seriously by the currency controllers. The many wars,

revolutions and strife they financed are evidence of that. Remember Jacob

Schiff, a New York banker, who bankrolled the atrocities of the Russian

revolution resulting in economic enslavement under Communist rule for

many nations?

Thomas A. Edison (1847-1931) caught a glimpse of the power of credit

creation, when he advocated that "he, who has power to issue the bond,

also has power to issue the dollar, which buys the bond." He stated:

"The only dynamite that works in this country is the dynamite of a

sound idea. I think we are getting a sound idea on the money question. The

people have an instinct, which tells them that something is wrong and that
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the wrong somehow centres in money.

Don't allow them to confuse you with the cry of 'paper money.' The

danger of paper money is precisely the danger of gold - if you get too

much, it is no good. There is just one rule for money and that is to have

enough to carry all the legitimate trade that is waiting to move. Too little

and too much are both bad. But enough to move trade, enough to prevent

stagnation on the one hand, not enough to permit speculation on the other

hand, is the proper ratio.

If our nation can issue a Dollar bond, it can issue a dollar bill. The

element that makes the bond good, makes the bill good also. The difference

between the bond and the bill is that the bond lets money brokers collect

the amount of the bond and an additional 20 percent interest, whereas the

currency pays nobody, but those who contribute directly in some useful

way.

It is absurd to say that our country can issue $30,000,000 in bonds

and not $30,000,000 in currency. Both are promises to pay, but one

promise fattens the usurer and the other helps the people.

It is the people who constitute the basis of government credit. Why

then cannot the people have benefit of their own gilt edge credit by

receiving non-interest-bearing currency, instead of the bankers receiving

the benefit of the people's credit in interest-bearing bonds? If the United

States Government will adopt this policy of increasing its national wealth

without contributing to the interest collector - for the whole national debt is

made up on interest charges - then you will see an era of progress and

prosperity in this country such as could never have come otherwise." 

Bless your heart, Mr. Edison! Your voice should have been heard and

heeded the day you spoke those words! But alas, now our calendar year is

1996 AD, and there is no reason to believe, that your words of sound advice

will fall upon the ears of more intelligent listeners today than they did in

your days of 100 years ago. Now we find ourselves too close to the

manifestation of a great global clean-up of more than just financial messes
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to make us believe, we can persuade our bankers to let go of their

unrighteous control over our national currencies!

Now we must move on and tell the people, that in the new era which isin the new era which isin the new era which isin the new era which is

to come, of which the bankers of the past as well as those of today willto come, of which the bankers of the past as well as those of today willto come, of which the bankers of the past as well as those of today willto come, of which the bankers of the past as well as those of today will

have no part to play in, in that era there will be no money issued orhave no part to play in, in that era there will be no money issued orhave no part to play in, in that era there will be no money issued orhave no part to play in, in that era there will be no money issued or

currency in circulation to charge interest on. They will not be givencurrency in circulation to charge interest on. They will not be givencurrency in circulation to charge interest on. They will not be givencurrency in circulation to charge interest on. They will not be given

opportunity to hijack the people's freedom ever again, for the societiesopportunity to hijack the people's freedom ever again, for the societiesopportunity to hijack the people's freedom ever again, for the societiesopportunity to hijack the people's freedom ever again, for the societies

of the future will become "enlightened" and "learned" as the "illuminated"of the future will become "enlightened" and "learned" as the "illuminated"of the future will become "enlightened" and "learned" as the "illuminated"of the future will become "enlightened" and "learned" as the "illuminated"

ones once were before their "light" was turned into that of darkness.ones once were before their "light" was turned into that of darkness.ones once were before their "light" was turned into that of darkness.ones once were before their "light" was turned into that of darkness.

The good-will of the citizens of tomorrow will do away with theThe good-will of the citizens of tomorrow will do away with theThe good-will of the citizens of tomorrow will do away with theThe good-will of the citizens of tomorrow will do away with the

outmoded form of doing business by means of credit creation andoutmoded form of doing business by means of credit creation andoutmoded form of doing business by means of credit creation andoutmoded form of doing business by means of credit creation and

financial transactions, but rather prefer to contribute onto the benefit offinancial transactions, but rather prefer to contribute onto the benefit offinancial transactions, but rather prefer to contribute onto the benefit offinancial transactions, but rather prefer to contribute onto the benefit of

all everything that is necessary for a wholesome life in freedom and unityall everything that is necessary for a wholesome life in freedom and unityall everything that is necessary for a wholesome life in freedom and unityall everything that is necessary for a wholesome life in freedom and unity

of spirit with all beings - whether they be of earth or of the cosmos.of spirit with all beings - whether they be of earth or of the cosmos.of spirit with all beings - whether they be of earth or of the cosmos.of spirit with all beings - whether they be of earth or of the cosmos.

They will live in luxury, leisure and joy far beyond that of what the moneyThey will live in luxury, leisure and joy far beyond that of what the moneyThey will live in luxury, leisure and joy far beyond that of what the moneyThey will live in luxury, leisure and joy far beyond that of what the money

lords have ever been able to do, as they indulged in luxury from the toillords have ever been able to do, as they indulged in luxury from the toillords have ever been able to do, as they indulged in luxury from the toillords have ever been able to do, as they indulged in luxury from the toil

of the people, and all the while busied themselves doing nothing goodof the people, and all the while busied themselves doing nothing goodof the people, and all the while busied themselves doing nothing goodof the people, and all the while busied themselves doing nothing good

but beating the nations down into dust at their feet!but beating the nations down into dust at their feet!but beating the nations down into dust at their feet!but beating the nations down into dust at their feet!

Their arrogance is not in the least less than that of their forefather,Their arrogance is not in the least less than that of their forefather,Their arrogance is not in the least less than that of their forefather,Their arrogance is not in the least less than that of their forefather,

Mayer Amsel Rothschild, who boldly spoke, saying: Mayer Amsel Rothschild, who boldly spoke, saying: Mayer Amsel Rothschild, who boldly spoke, saying: Mayer Amsel Rothschild, who boldly spoke, saying: "Permit me to issue"Permit me to issue"Permit me to issue"Permit me to issue

and control the money of a nation, and I care not who makes its laws!"and control the money of a nation, and I care not who makes its laws!"and control the money of a nation, and I care not who makes its laws!"and control the money of a nation, and I care not who makes its laws!"

Truly, the blood of all good men, which they freely spilled in theirTruly, the blood of all good men, which they freely spilled in theirTruly, the blood of all good men, which they freely spilled in theirTruly, the blood of all good men, which they freely spilled in their

dastardly efforts to retain and expand that power, will be required atdastardly efforts to retain and expand that power, will be required atdastardly efforts to retain and expand that power, will be required atdastardly efforts to retain and expand that power, will be required at

their hands before the heavenly council, and their self-inflictedtheir hands before the heavenly council, and their self-inflictedtheir hands before the heavenly council, and their self-inflictedtheir hands before the heavenly council, and their self-inflicted

punishment will be no less than that of the pulverization of theirpunishment will be no less than that of the pulverization of theirpunishment will be no less than that of the pulverization of theirpunishment will be no less than that of the pulverization of their

consciousness!consciousness!consciousness!consciousness!

Let’s not think for a moment they are above the rules of universalLet’s not think for a moment they are above the rules of universalLet’s not think for a moment they are above the rules of universalLet’s not think for a moment they are above the rules of universal

justice and will be exempted from participation in the misery of billions,justice and will be exempted from participation in the misery of billions,justice and will be exempted from participation in the misery of billions,justice and will be exempted from participation in the misery of billions,

whose lives they have made a living hell with their draconian moneywhose lives they have made a living hell with their draconian moneywhose lives they have made a living hell with their draconian moneywhose lives they have made a living hell with their draconian money

power!power!power!power!

Have we elected them to do so by majority vote? Have we welcomedHave we elected them to do so by majority vote? Have we welcomedHave we elected them to do so by majority vote? Have we welcomedHave we elected them to do so by majority vote? Have we welcomed
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their cruel games upon us and cheered them on in their murderoustheir cruel games upon us and cheered them on in their murderoustheir cruel games upon us and cheered them on in their murderoustheir cruel games upon us and cheered them on in their murderous

conspiracies, or have we at times risked our lives to rather stop them inconspiracies, or have we at times risked our lives to rather stop them inconspiracies, or have we at times risked our lives to rather stop them inconspiracies, or have we at times risked our lives to rather stop them in

their madness!? And how have they rewarded us for our noble efforts?their madness!? And how have they rewarded us for our noble efforts?their madness!? And how have they rewarded us for our noble efforts?their madness!? And how have they rewarded us for our noble efforts?

Just as they have not respected Just as they have not respected Just as they have not respected Just as they have not respected ourourourour right to life and happiness, so have right to life and happiness, so have right to life and happiness, so have right to life and happiness, so have

they not respected that of their own!! Indeed, only fools sell their souls inthey not respected that of their own!! Indeed, only fools sell their souls inthey not respected that of their own!! Indeed, only fools sell their souls inthey not respected that of their own!! Indeed, only fools sell their souls in

return for the power of money!!return for the power of money!!return for the power of money!!return for the power of money!!

We, the people, have some advice for them in their wretchedness: letWe, the people, have some advice for them in their wretchedness: letWe, the people, have some advice for them in their wretchedness: letWe, the people, have some advice for them in their wretchedness: let

them relax the stranglehold on the nations and perhaps they may redeemthem relax the stranglehold on the nations and perhaps they may redeemthem relax the stranglehold on the nations and perhaps they may redeemthem relax the stranglehold on the nations and perhaps they may redeem

back into their favour commendation gained from the days theyback into their favour commendation gained from the days theyback into their favour commendation gained from the days theyback into their favour commendation gained from the days they

volunteered to do the devil's work!volunteered to do the devil's work!volunteered to do the devil's work!volunteered to do the devil's work!

We expect them to issue into circulation sufficient funds - interest-We expect them to issue into circulation sufficient funds - interest-We expect them to issue into circulation sufficient funds - interest-We expect them to issue into circulation sufficient funds - interest-

free - for the people to have a chance of survival against all other oddsfree - for the people to have a chance of survival against all other oddsfree - for the people to have a chance of survival against all other oddsfree - for the people to have a chance of survival against all other odds

of life, and perhaps heaven will meet down upon them a more tolerableof life, and perhaps heaven will meet down upon them a more tolerableof life, and perhaps heaven will meet down upon them a more tolerableof life, and perhaps heaven will meet down upon them a more tolerable

lot at the day they are weighed in the scales of justice!!lot at the day they are weighed in the scales of justice!!lot at the day they are weighed in the scales of justice!!lot at the day they are weighed in the scales of justice!!

"I believe that banking institutions

are more dangerous to our liberties than standing armies.

Already they have raised up a monied aristocracy

that has set the Government at defiance.

The issuing power should be taken from the banks

and be restored to the people to whom it properly belongs."

U.S. President THOMAS JEFFERSON

(1743-1826)

POLITICIANS ARE BETRAYERS OF THE PEOPLE'S TRUSTPOLITICIANS ARE BETRAYERS OF THE PEOPLE'S TRUSTPOLITICIANS ARE BETRAYERS OF THE PEOPLE'S TRUSTPOLITICIANS ARE BETRAYERS OF THE PEOPLE'S TRUST

For many years after WWII up until the Trudeau Era a maximum mortgage

interest ceiling rate of 6% in Canada's law system prevented the operating

lending institutions from charging beyond that limit for that nation's

residential housing needs. Under this restrictive law Canada had seen after

the war many housing booms and usually a single family house was not out

of reach for anyone able and willing to work. Prime Minister Trudeau lifted
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that ceiling under the pretense that a removal of this restriction would

introduce competition among the mortgage companies. And here not only

did he remove that ceiling, he also permitted mortgage lenders to sell term

contracts to the home-buying public, which meant the introduction of a

"floating" mortgage rate, where the balance of the mortgage after one or

five years, depending what terms were agreed to in the contract, was

adjusted to the prevailing rate of interest at the time. Under those contracts

monthly payments doubled and tripled for many when the outstanding

balance came up for review. At that point many home owners lost their

homes, for their incomes had not kept pace with the skyrocketing mortgage

payments they were then compelled to make. It must be kept in mind here

that a linear increase in the rate of interest creates an exponential increase

in mortgage payments!

And indeed, shortly after the mortgage ceiling rate had been removed off

the law books, the rate scale for residential housing skyrocketed to beyond

18 percent, and the constancy of no negotiated interest charge was

guaranteed anymore to the end of the term. People were forced out of their

homes in droves and back into rental apartments. The great CanadianThe great CanadianThe great CanadianThe great Canadian

dream of the 20th century was shattered when Trudeau gave creditdream of the 20th century was shattered when Trudeau gave creditdream of the 20th century was shattered when Trudeau gave creditdream of the 20th century was shattered when Trudeau gave credit

controllers the liberty to raise mortgage rates at will!controllers the liberty to raise mortgage rates at will!controllers the liberty to raise mortgage rates at will!controllers the liberty to raise mortgage rates at will!

Ironically, only Social Creditors in Ottawa favoured the reinstatement of

the 6% interest ceiling law. The people's loss of property to the hidden

oligarchy was of no concern to politicians who endeavoured to remain in the

good books of the few credit controllers. "The people be damned" became

Ottawa's prevailing philosophical attitude toward Canadians for 16 years of

Trudeau’s rule.

Let us now tell the people, who are groaning under the burden of their

unrighteous political leaders, that the vast majority of their elected

representatives are lawyers by profession. Trudeau was no exception here.

For instance, of all the presidents of the United States, 27 were graduates

from law schools. Only 14 represented educational backgrounds other than

that of law. The same imbalance exists in Canadian politics.
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Lawyers are consistently propelling themselves into cushy conflict-of-

interest situations by clamouring to get hold of the law making machines of

the nations. Can we then not logically conclude, that a lawyer become

politician will naturally notnotnotnot    represent the interests of the people, but rather

go about the business of creating an ever increasing mountain of restrictive

and contentious rules and regulations, which do nothing but cast the

general public into an ever increasing number of contenders before the

courts of law? And once they arrive there, the commoners can only

represent their case with the help of a high priced lawyer. Surely, the

lawyer's class monopolization of the law-making machine plus

administration of law is partly responsible for the political-economic messes

nations find themselves in.

In the United States the lawyer's class' threat to confederation did not go

by unnoticed by the people. For that reason a 13th amendment to the

Constitution was formulated and ratified by the majority of State

legislatures, barring lawyers from participation in the law-making process as

politicians. The advent of the Civil War disrupted the process of further

ratifications, and when finally the War had ended, and the confusion of the

days were over, the newly printed edition of the Constitution of the United

States had that particular 13th amendment omitted. So the treachery ofthe treachery ofthe treachery ofthe treachery of

lawyers had again prevailed in preventing the American people fromlawyers had again prevailed in preventing the American people fromlawyers had again prevailed in preventing the American people fromlawyers had again prevailed in preventing the American people from

ridding themselves of a profession in perpetual conflict-of-interestridding themselves of a profession in perpetual conflict-of-interestridding themselves of a profession in perpetual conflict-of-interestridding themselves of a profession in perpetual conflict-of-interest

positions when it comes to the running of their country.positions when it comes to the running of their country.positions when it comes to the running of their country.positions when it comes to the running of their country.

Although we do not wish to be discriminative against anyone with sincere

desires of contributing to the betterment of society at large, however it is

definitely not unfair to expect a profession in control of the judicial process

to stay out of the legislative arena of law-making. Isn't that what “division of

power” is all about?

During the tumultuous years of the Civil War (1861-1865) here in the

United States, Germany had Bismarck for a chancellor. At that time an

articles was published in the London Times of England. Efforts were made in

America to throw off the banker's yoke and restore currency control back to

Congress, where it constitutionally belongs. The editorial writer must have
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been a close friend to the banksters elite and is recorded to have written the

following statement:

"If that mischievous financial policy (of the United States), which had its

origin in the North American Republic, should become indurated down to a

fixture (become established), then that Government will furnish its own

money without cost. It will pay off debts, and without a debt it will have all

the money necessary to carry on its commerce. It will become prosperous

beyond precedent in the history of the civilized governments of the world.

The brains and the wealth of all countries will go to North America. That

government must be destroyed, or it will destroy every monarchy on the

globe!"

We do believe it to be proper to expect for statesmen to function in the

best interest of the people and not succumb to blackmail by special interest

groups. Mr. Roosevelt, after once yielding to pressure from financial circles,

is quoted to have replied:  "It is my business to yield to pressure!" Was this

an admission of spinelessness or a reflection of what all politicians really are

about: yielding to blackmailers and throwing the people's interests into the

wind? One man was sorry for having done so. His name was Salmon P.

Chase. He said:

"(In causing my agency to promote) the passage of the National Bank Act,

(I) made the greatest financial mistake of my life. It has built up a monopoly,

which affects every interest in the country. It should be repealed; but before

that can be accomplished, the people will be arrayed on one side and the

banks on the other in a contest such as we have never seen before in this

country."

THE ORIGIN OF MONEY - CONCLUSIONTHE ORIGIN OF MONEY - CONCLUSIONTHE ORIGIN OF MONEY - CONCLUSIONTHE ORIGIN OF MONEY - CONCLUSION

In conclusion of this investigation we then make this statement

unequivocally: Firstly, the purpose of money is to provide the link between

production and consumption, where the producers of wealth have an

inherent and undeniable right of access to their own production as
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consumers.

Secondly, at no point is money pumped into circulation other than as an

interest bearing debt to individuals, businesses, corporations, towns, cities,

provinces, hospitals, or national governments, except when banks or their

holdings companies purchase gold directly from gold mining companies.

The interest therefore guarantees that at no point in time can any of these

debts successfully be repaid, unless some other institution or individual

becomes a casualty along the way. "Brilliant!" - the international banker says

behind closed doors, as he discusses with his peers to what degree the

people should be choked economically without serious damage to their own

interests of power and control.

We are now at a point, where it is a great blessing (economically

speaking), when governments continue to balloon their own debts far

beyond what they collect in taxes, lest our money in circulation be rapidly

depleted, as people struggle to repay their debts, with the ultimate result of

no money left to consume their production. Spendthrift governments spend

money into circulation to keep the wheels of the economies going. The day

they stop doing exactly that will be the day when we will cry the blues of

depression. The only negative side effect of a spendthrift government in

today's environment is the nastiness of ever increasing confiscationary

taxation against the incomes of the people.

The currency custodians do not confine themselves to merely purchase

the world's production of gold, but also use their credit creation authority to

deficit finance all debt-ridden governments, corporations, businesses and

individuals all over this world. Quite a powerful monopoly, would you not

say? Whenever they extend a credit into anyone's bank account, this

particular amount then arrives as an INTEREST BEARING DEBT for the

recipient of that "credit." The wickedness about this particular form of doing

business lies in the fact that ONLY THE PRINCIPLE IS CREATED INTO

CIRCULATION, and at no point in time are steps taken to also infuse the

interest portion of debt into circulation, in order to assure all debtors the

ability to repay their acquired debts without depleting the money in

circulation and assure that debtors are not losing their property at pay-up
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time.

Well, fact is, the amount of interest charged on a debt is nevernevernevernever created at

any point in time, for currency custodians prefer to confiscate your property

the moment default occurs. You see, as money circulates and goes from

hand to hand IT NEVER MULTIPLIES. If one thousand dollars are borrowed

into circulation at a rate of 10 percent, only 1000 Dollars can be returned at

any given point in time. The extra 100 Dollars required at the end of the

first year can only come from the principal of some other borrower, who is

in the same predicament of returning more than he was given in the first

place. And should one debtor succeed in repaying his or her loan in full

including all interest charges, it makes it that much harder for the rest to do

the same. Why? BECAUSE THE FISRST DEBTOR'S INTEREST CHARGES WERE

TAKEN FROM THE PRINCIPAL OF ANOTHER SORRY DEBTOR!

At this point the currency custodian requires of the people that which

only he himself can deliver: THE CREATION OF CREDIT OUT OF NOTHING.

Since that power does not lie within the borrower's ability to deliver (and the

custodian knows that very well), the borrower allows his property to be held

by the currency custodian as COLLATERAL. Since every borrower enters into

the same unfair contractual agreement, debt casualties must be created in

order to guarantee currency in circulation. As people repay their debts,

currency is bled out of circulation, unless an ever increasing number of

borrowers guarantee other debtors to permit them to, both, pay the

principal, plus the interest portion of their own debts. Under this system we

not only require an ever increasing number of debtors, but also must

forever rob Peter to pay Paul and none of us can be living our lives in a

friendly atmosphere anymore.

WHO IS THE MAGNIFICENT CREDITOR?WHO IS THE MAGNIFICENT CREDITOR?WHO IS THE MAGNIFICENT CREDITOR?WHO IS THE MAGNIFICENT CREDITOR?

The governments of all "rich" nations are in debt. In Canada each family

carries over $70,000 Dollars of public debt via the federal government

alone. Double that figure to include the public debts provincial governments

have accumulated, and we are looking at an astronomical figure of one
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hundred and forty thousand dollars of government debt per family. None of

the western as well as east block countries are debt free. Almost all

corporations and businesses are in debt, and so is a large percentage of the

adult population. At this point consider the nation as a unit and let us freely

add up all current debt loads of society and divide this number by the

number of adult working people, and in this writers estimation the per

family total accumulated debt load hovers around the $200,000 Dollar

mark, all of which is subject to current interest charges. If that rate of

interest is a "modest" 10 %, then the family must come up with $20,301

Dollars annually for 30 years before the debt bill to the banker is paid. With

an average family income of less than $30,000 Dollars such an up-front

cost is unaffordable in light of current cost-of-living expenses and a

taxation level approaching an average of 40% of middle class income.

Now, if society at large is in nothing but financial "red ink," then who in

the world had the ability to come up with all that cash to finance the entire

human race into debt? And even if we were to identify that oligarchy by

name and number, what magnificent contribution to humanity have they

made to acquire wealth to where the entire human family lies prostrate at

their feet? Has such wealth and power not been stolen from the people by

means of a money trick - THE MISUSE OF POWER OF CREDIT CREATION?

It is unreasonable to assume, that acquisition of such control over the

nations has been achieved by ethical means. The international bankers have

constructed a system which forever requires more and more people to

assume new debts in order to keep the world economies from collapsing.

The day when no more people can be found for successful manipulation

into new debt acquisition will be the day when their system will either

collapse, or they will be compelled to begin to "forgive" debts in order to

maintain control. Of course, the "forgiving" of debt is a dicey issue with

them, for such would set a precedent; however they deem themselves not to

be in the business of compassionate service nor of the extension of mercy

to anyone.

Have we ever asked ourselves why only individuals, businesses,

corporations, and governments are solicited and/or inclined toward
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providing of disaster relief donations in events of natural disasters such as

earthquakes, hurricanes and tornadoes, yet never do banks participate to

ease the burden of people in distress? This writer has yet to learn of one

example, where a bank has come forward and participated in financial

disaster relief for the people by putting their efficient power of credit

creation to good use for the benefit of the people in distress! No, the

currency custodians are not in the business of extending compassion. The

murders of Abraham Lincoln, J.F. Kennedy and Alberta's Premier Aberhardt

are a grim reminder of that reality!

In order to ultimately control the entirety of all the world's natural

resources, the banks have begun to bargain with debt ridden governments.

In the case of Brazil they dealt for control over her most precious natural

resource, the Amazon forest, in return for unpaid debts to their privately

owned credit institutions. This example will definitely serve as a pattern to

be followed by other countries. When Canada's politicians deem the national

debt as too much of a burden upon the nation, they will then in the end

pledge away that country's natural resources in return for the banker to take

a pen to cross out her national debt and allow the nation a fresh start into

more debt misery!

Today’s money system is a legacy of victims and victimizers. We deem it

futile to call upon the victims to unite in a revolt against their financial slave

masters (victimizers). The bankers are too powerful to become dislodged by

a popular revolt. It cannot be done from the bottom up, but rather such

must come from the top down. A successful overturning of the money

changer’s tables can only be accomplished by a leader understanding the

nature of the problem plus being imbued with determination and full

empowerment to eradicate mankind’s greatest cancer by a complete and

global removal of the entire financial system. Into that vacuum must then

become inserted the only logical alternative: the paradisiacal order ofthe paradisiacal order ofthe paradisiacal order ofthe paradisiacal order of

economics as it currently prevails on many other planets.economics as it currently prevails on many other planets.economics as it currently prevails on many other planets.economics as it currently prevails on many other planets.
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"A great industrial nation is controlled

by its system of credit.

Our system of credit is concentrated.

The growth of the nation and all our activities

are in the hands of a few men.

We have come to be one of the worst ruled,

one of the most completely controlled

and dominated governments in the world -

no longer a Government of free opinion,

no longer a Government by conviction

and vote of the majority,

but a Government by the opinion and duress

of small groups of dominant men."

U.S. President WOODROW WILSON

(1856-1924)

These words were spoken by the President just before he died. He admitted

to friends, that he had been "deceived" and that he had betrayed his

country. In that confession he referred to the FEDERAL RESERVE ACT, which

was passed into law during his presidency.

DEBT REPAYMENT - A MATHEMATICAL IMPOSSIBILITYDEBT REPAYMENT - A MATHEMATICAL IMPOSSIBILITYDEBT REPAYMENT - A MATHEMATICAL IMPOSSIBILITYDEBT REPAYMENT - A MATHEMATICAL IMPOSSIBILITY

Under the present financial system the charging of interest on borrowed

money can be likened to a barrel of water, which is to be kept full at all

times (a contractual obligation by banks with governments in order to avoid

recessions due to a shortage of cash in the land), the fullness of the barrel

representing a healthy economy with adequate amounts of money in

circulation to meet everyone's needs. This barrel (economy) has a supply

line at the top (infusion of brand new currency or capital through public

debt acquisition) and a drain line at the bottom (repayment of debts with

interest charges, representing a loss of funds to the economy, for all

repayments made to banks equate a destruction or total disappearance of
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those amounts from circulation).

If the currency controllers were conscientious men seeking the best

interests of people of the nation, they would always assure the availability of

correct amounts of money available for the supply of everyone's basic

needs. And here an oversupply of funds would mean a dislodging of

economic balance to create price gouging and profiteering, and an

undersupply of funds would generate recessions, unemployment,

depression and starvation in the midst of an abundance of material

availability (also called “stagflation.” This word is made up of "stagnation,"

because not enough money goes around to meet the people's needs, and

"inflation," because production costs cannot be curtailed when whose costs

invariably include rising taxes and escalating interest charges on corporate

loans.).

Now, a closed economy with a constant number of workers or business

men, say 100,000 in number, would in this case have 100,000 individuals

available to go into debt against the money lenders in order to create

sufficient funds in circulation to assure a healthily balanced economy for a

while. The supply line has been opened for the barrel to be filled. Everyone

works, makes money and spends it back into circulation to supply his or her

basic needs. Debts are being repaid successfully, because not all have gone

into debt at the same time. For ten years this closed economy has worked

well and created much prosperity, for the money lenders noticed, that the

amounts of debts and interest paid on loans were equal to the amounts of

capital infused through new debt acquisition.

At last, after the lapse of 10 years there were no more people left to go

into debt to the money lenders, for everyone who had gone into debt to the

credit creator was found in desperate attempts to snatch up from money in

circulation whatever he could to firstly meet his financial obligation to the

lender lest his property be confiscated. As time went by money became a

commodity in short supply, as people scrambled to pay the banker not only

what in funds they owed dollar for dollar, but also the "interest" on their

debts. Now, interest could not be paid in the form of labour, or food, or

houses to the banker, rather the banker demanded money as the only
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legitimate form of payment, something the people should have known they

could not do, since the banker never saw it needful to introduce the interest

in the form of currency along with the capital.

The barrel of the economy became drained of its cash, as no more new

capital could be infused, as there were no more people left to go into debt

to provide the guarantee for continued supply of capital. Of course,

eventually our sample community of 100,000 potential debtors collapsed.

They all had neglected to check the banker's mathematics, and therefore

failed to discover his trick to cheat them out of life and limb. And so in the

end it was the currency creator, who became the legal owner of the assets

of the people and the people starved for want of food.

INTEREST ON ANYANYANYANY DEBT CAN NEVER BE PAID BY THE PUBLIC, BECAUSE

THE CREDIT CREATORS NEVER CREATE THAT COST FACTOR TO THE

ACQUISITION OF A DEBT INTO CIRCULATION!!

Wake up, people of this once mighty nation! Wake up, people of theWake up, people of this once mighty nation! Wake up, people of theWake up, people of this once mighty nation! Wake up, people of theWake up, people of this once mighty nation! Wake up, people of the

world! Your properties are legally falling into the hands of the moneyworld! Your properties are legally falling into the hands of the moneyworld! Your properties are legally falling into the hands of the moneyworld! Your properties are legally falling into the hands of the money

creators, because creators, because creators, because creators, because youyouyouyou are not the one who creates money to pay them are not the one who creates money to pay them are not the one who creates money to pay them are not the one who creates money to pay them

the interest on your debts!! Debt repayment is a mathematicalthe interest on your debts!! Debt repayment is a mathematicalthe interest on your debts!! Debt repayment is a mathematicalthe interest on your debts!! Debt repayment is a mathematical

impossibility!! The sooner you will discover this most desperatelyimpossibility!! The sooner you will discover this most desperatelyimpossibility!! The sooner you will discover this most desperatelyimpossibility!! The sooner you will discover this most desperately

guarded secret of the international financiers, the greater your chanceguarded secret of the international financiers, the greater your chanceguarded secret of the international financiers, the greater your chanceguarded secret of the international financiers, the greater your chance

will be to finally throw their yoke off your necks and stop the plunder ofwill be to finally throw their yoke off your necks and stop the plunder ofwill be to finally throw their yoke off your necks and stop the plunder ofwill be to finally throw their yoke off your necks and stop the plunder of

your nation by stripping them of the power of their iniquity: usury!!your nation by stripping them of the power of their iniquity: usury!!your nation by stripping them of the power of their iniquity: usury!!your nation by stripping them of the power of their iniquity: usury!!

In our little example the "drain" at the bottom of the barrel was greater

than the amount of water piped in at the top. When finally the barrel

became empty, the economy collapsed and the banker was the only one left

to claim for himself the greatest profit ever in the form of harvesting the

people's assets upon their financial demise. In conclusion of this topic, hear

what the credit manager of the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta, Mr. Robert

H. Hemphill, had to say:

"If all bank loans were paid, no one would have a bank deposit, and

there would not be a dollar of currency or coin in circulation. This is a
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staggering thought. We are completely dependent on the commercial banks.

Someone has to borrow every dollar we have in circulation, cash or credit. If

the banks create ample synthetic money, we are prosperous; if not, we

starve. We are absolutely without a permanent monetary system. When one

gets a complete grasp upon the picture, the tragic absurdity of our hopeless

position is almost incredible - but there it is. It (the banking system) is the

most important subject intelligent persons can investigate and reflect upon.

It is so important that our present civilization may collapse, unless it is

widely understood and the defects remedied very soon!"

"Little thieves are put in the stocks,

great thieves go flaunting in gold and silk...

Therefore is there on this Earth no greater enemy of man

than a gripemoney, and usurer,

for he wants to (be) God over all men....

But the usurer and money-glutton,

such a one would have the whole world perish

of hunger and thirst, misery and want,

so far as in him lies,

so that he may have all to himself,

and everyone may receive from him as from a god,

and be his serf forever!"

Dr. MARTIN LUTHER

(1483-1546)

DIVIDE AND CONQUER - AN ANCIENT ELITIST STRATEGY!DIVIDE AND CONQUER - AN ANCIENT ELITIST STRATEGY!DIVIDE AND CONQUER - AN ANCIENT ELITIST STRATEGY!DIVIDE AND CONQUER - AN ANCIENT ELITIST STRATEGY!

"United we stand - divided we fall!" has ever been at the foundation of

understanding wherefrom the credit controllers would devise their strategies

against the interests of the people. The sectionalizing of the global public

into racial, political, religious or otherwise identity groups and the instilling

upon them the illusion, that white is better than black or Anglo-Saxon being

better than German, or Christian is better than Muslim, etc., laid the

foundation for the process of conquering all under the tyranny of finance.
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The moment these among themselves divided and oftentimes hostile

towards each other factions began to accept the fallacy that one can further

divide the people between "producers" and "consumers," was the time when

only money conveniently became that sole connecting link between the two.

The error in viewing humanity as producers and consumers lies in the

fact that each member of the human race is both, a producer (contributor)

as well as a consumer. Not one individual would by nature merely desire to

be one without the other, for by nature every producer is also a consumer

and vice versa. Yet trying to be a producer only means dying a physical

death and those who wish to be consumers only die spiritually onto

themselves and their dignity. The Universe can an will not tolerate neither

slave masters nor parasites without immense repercussion upon those, who

desire to become such. Every action and every attitude is being

accompanied by either a price to pay or a reward to inherit as an intrinsic

consequence.

Of course society at large is sufficiently compassionate to look after its

handicapped members and not withhold from them the essentials of life -

speaking of those, who have no ability to produce.

If we are as much producers than we are consumers, then who in the

world can rightfully deny us access to our own production? If we are fully

capable to look after our own needs as consumers, then who has the right

to deny us efforts to meet those needs? Only the currency controllers of

today do exactly that. They have made money the connecting link between

our production and our consumption. By effectively removing that link

(withdrawing money out of circulation by means of interest charges and

taxation) we virtually lose our right to bake our own bread and feed our

hungry stomachs. Remember the saying "He, who does not work, let him

also not eat!"? What they really meant to say was "He, who does not work for

money, let him also not eat!" for in today's world one cannot eat, unless one

has money. How dangerously unfair!

Collectively speaking I and 270 Million Americans are the same, where

everyone is both, producer as well as consumer. Hence a denial of access of
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that particular unified group to their own production is equally illogical. By

dividing humanity into the two groups of producers and consumers, the

money controllers have through the misuse of finance become the overlords

of our economic destiny.

An economy supplied with sufficient amounts of currency will find people

with much emotional and physical health. Crime and violence against each

other will be very low, for there will be no reason to steal, as each is being

given ample opportunity to contribute and look after his/her own needs. Yet

remove that currency from circulation for whatever reason, and that same

harmoniously working society will disintegrate into crime and anarchy, and

its fall will not be one in consequence of a deficiency of food and material

goods either.

The dangers to a society being divided against itself through aThe dangers to a society being divided against itself through aThe dangers to a society being divided against itself through aThe dangers to a society being divided against itself through a

connecting link between its production and consumption are awesome,connecting link between its production and consumption are awesome,connecting link between its production and consumption are awesome,connecting link between its production and consumption are awesome,

and so is the power over the people by those, who control that link. Andand so is the power over the people by those, who control that link. Andand so is the power over the people by those, who control that link. Andand so is the power over the people by those, who control that link. And

only in them and none else must we identify the overlords and rulers ofonly in them and none else must we identify the overlords and rulers ofonly in them and none else must we identify the overlords and rulers ofonly in them and none else must we identify the overlords and rulers of

this world, and cease to believe that men elected into public office arethis world, and cease to believe that men elected into public office arethis world, and cease to believe that men elected into public office arethis world, and cease to believe that men elected into public office are

incarnates of evil! incarnates of evil! incarnates of evil! incarnates of evil! The latter function as much under the iron fist control of

the currency controllers as do the rest of us, who vote politicians into office!

Having said so does not mean that politicians do not frequently become

serfs to the established order of debauchery by currency controllers as they,

the financial overlords, easily strike out at politicians’ weakest characterpoliticians’ weakest characterpoliticians’ weakest characterpoliticians’ weakest character

trait: trait: trait: trait: greedgreedgreedgreed – through bribes and payouts into the latter’s bank accounts, – through bribes and payouts into the latter’s bank accounts, – through bribes and payouts into the latter’s bank accounts, – through bribes and payouts into the latter’s bank accounts,

which invariably occurs at the expense of legitimate concerns and thewhich invariably occurs at the expense of legitimate concerns and thewhich invariably occurs at the expense of legitimate concerns and thewhich invariably occurs at the expense of legitimate concerns and the

interest of the people.interest of the people.interest of the people.interest of the people.
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The money power preys upon the nation in times of peace,

and conspires against it in times of adversity.

It is more despotic than a monarchy,

more insolent than autocracy,

more selfish than a bureaucracy.

It denounces as public enemies all who question its methods

or throw light upon its crimes."

U.S. President ABRAHAM LINCOLN

(1809-1865)

CHAPTER TWO: PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION ETHICSCHAPTER TWO: PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION ETHICSCHAPTER TWO: PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION ETHICSCHAPTER TWO: PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION ETHICS

Here the reader may counter by asking "How on Earth can one rightfully

attach ethical attributes of 'good' or 'bad' and 'right' and 'wrong' to

production and consumption, since both are essential to the sustenance of

life?" Well, we would indeed not have to subject production and

consumption to labels of morality, if today money were not the sole

connecting link between the two. We have a case here of special interests

emerging on the horizon of our duality, which, without the element of

money, could not make their appearance. The special interests we are

talking about are shareholders of big business and corporations on one

hand and environmentalists on the other.

THE INVESTOR'S VIEWPOINTTHE INVESTOR'S VIEWPOINTTHE INVESTOR'S VIEWPOINTTHE INVESTOR'S VIEWPOINT

The shareholders and owners of industry say: "We need maximum

production to guarantee for ourselves maximum profits!", and then they

proceed to set up industries that are feeding upon themselves in an

atrociously wasteful manner in order to keep "dividends" on "investments"

flowing in. Factories are being built to manufacture weapons of war for

destructive purposes, because (they say) unless we "consume" (destroy)

what we build, we cannot profit, and unless we have waste (excessive

consumption) we cannot maximize the return on our "investment".
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Consequently under this program the natural resources of this planet are

plundered in a big way to keep as many people "employed" for maximum

production. Production is being made an end in itself, for the rules in this

particular game dictate no requirement for anybody to benefit from its

consumption process. If the consumption of a hand grenade constitutes its

split second explosion and in its course is ripping off a soldier's arm, then

by the rules of industrialists and their investors that is acceptable, because

that particular type of consumption has generated "profit" not only directly

at the manufacturing level of the grenade, but it also has created another

opportunity for more profit at the point of its "consumption" (explosion)

when it ripped off the soldier's arm where it necessitated doctor's care and

hospital facilities, the latter creating another opportunity for more profits by

industries creating and running hospitals, medical centres, and medical

supplies.

Obviously the money link between production and consumption allows

for no consideration of what is "ethical" or "proper" in the process, but

rather of what makes profit and what does not. Wanton destruction of

property, whether induced by man through warfaring among nations or

natural catastrophes, all is looked upon as opportunity for profit by the

owners of our industries, since all destruction is ultimately nothing but

consumption with a promise of more production for profit.

Is it any wonder then, that our garbage dumps are overflowing and

industrial waste is killing this planet? Not at all. The three percent of

humanity's population owning and controlling 97% of humanity's property

are not at all concerned about ecological implications on mother Earth

stemming from plunder for profit. In an environment where production for

profit is made an end in itself without regard to consumption with ethics,

the destruction of all life off the face of this planet is a natural consequence.

THE ENVIRONMENTALIST'S DILEMMATHE ENVIRONMENTALIST'S DILEMMATHE ENVIRONMENTALIST'S DILEMMATHE ENVIRONMENTALIST'S DILEMMA

And this is where the environmentalists come in! Not, that the investor

and owner of industry is "bad" and the environmentalist is "good", but we
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merely happen to find both parties' interests at extreme ends of our

economy spectrum.

The environmentalist means well in his endeavours. Our world would

truly be a better place if we had no atomic explosions, no nuclear power

plants, alternate energy forms and no toxic pollution problems. However,

his endeavours toward "preservation of our ecological balance" would, if

globally enforced, create an enormous economic imbalance, the negative

effects of which not even he himself would be able to escape, as long as he

remains compelled to survive under existing rules of economics, i.e. the

rules of income and expenses in terms of dollars and cents. And how would

he create such an economic imbalance in which he would find himself

victimized? The dramatic shutdown of every facet of industry and commerce

producing pollution and waste would effectively eliminate the employment

opportunities of 70% of our work force, resulting in an instant economic

collapse and anarchy, for there does not as yet exist an alternative to ourthere does not as yet exist an alternative to ourthere does not as yet exist an alternative to ourthere does not as yet exist an alternative to our

financial ways of doing business, which still states: "He who will not workfinancial ways of doing business, which still states: "He who will not workfinancial ways of doing business, which still states: "He who will not workfinancial ways of doing business, which still states: "He who will not work

for moneyfor moneyfor moneyfor money shall also not eat!" shall also not eat!" shall also not eat!" shall also not eat!"

But who of the two is closer to the truth? We believe the

environmentalist! Only that he has yet to learn that an emotionally healthy

society can indeed look after its own consumption needs without money as

an exchange medium!

CHAPTER THREE: AUTOMATION AND ROBOTICSCHAPTER THREE: AUTOMATION AND ROBOTICSCHAPTER THREE: AUTOMATION AND ROBOTICSCHAPTER THREE: AUTOMATION AND ROBOTICS

- A BLESSING OR A CURSE?- A BLESSING OR A CURSE?- A BLESSING OR A CURSE?- A BLESSING OR A CURSE?

THE "DOWNSIZING" AFTERMATHTHE "DOWNSIZING" AFTERMATHTHE "DOWNSIZING" AFTERMATHTHE "DOWNSIZING" AFTERMATH

Ah, to the delight of the shareholders the Dow Jones at the New York

Stock Exchange early this year (1996) rose to not only break the 5000 point

"barrier," but continued its climb to beyond the 5,800 mark. And why did

stocks in value rise? Not because people had more disposable income or a

greater confidence of a bright economic future, no, the reason for the rise

was quoted to be the announcement of massive corporate layoffs, called
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"downsizing." What a strange contradiction in its own right! Jubilation and

excitement at the stock exchanges of this continent in light of impending

calamity for many of its people!

And who, may we ask, is ultimately keeping the "fat cats" at the top

going if not the purchasing power of the people? Take that away from them

and even the limited intelligence of stockholders would have to conclude

that eventually their corporations will come crashing down! How does one

expect to preside over a healthy corporation while at the same time

advocating the erasure of the middle class income base of the people? Is it

not ultimately the spending power of the "working class" which keeps the

corporations healthy? Schizophrenia at its best, we think!

THE AUTOMATION DILEMMA DISCUSSEDTHE AUTOMATION DILEMMA DISCUSSEDTHE AUTOMATION DILEMMA DISCUSSEDTHE AUTOMATION DILEMMA DISCUSSED

Speaking about corporations, we observe that other than just the

removal of salaries off of their payrolls, we also hear them implement the

technological wonders of automation and robotics for greater profits and

production. And here we have another contradiction displaying the

intelligence level of investors for all the world to see:

As long as robots replace assembly line workers and no effort is being

made to permit the displaced worker to profit from his replacement in the

form of an income dividend from the robot's productive capacity, THEN

THAT WORKER WILL NEVER HAVE MONEY TO PURCHASE ANY OF THE

ROBOTS' PRODUCTION!

Then why have robotics, if no consumption can be guaranteed? The

displaced worker, who needs to consume to survive, has no purchasing

power, and robots on the other hand, who are not consumers by nature,

have no need to purchase anything! PEOPLE, NOT ROBOTS, CONSUME! The

robot-generated production is invariably meant for consumption by the

people, is it not? The sooner investors begin to understand that their

corporations are there to serve the people's needs, rather than being

production centres for financial profits, the quicker will they come to their
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senses and cease to support with their cash corporations, which are

prepared to sacrifice the people for profit, something they ultimately cannot

be assured of in the long run!

In the end, the real things of value will not be the size of our bank

accounts or gold in our vaults, but the day will come, when all of humanity

will be placed under only one common denominator for true wealth, and the

crucial question will then be: do I have food to eat, clothes to wear, a roof

for shelter and transportation for mobility? One day the wealthy and

powerful abusers of humanity will see their egos reduced to where they

must compete with the common man for survival in the cruelty of a world,

which they themselves have created! And here we are speaking of karmic

justice requiring them to "serve time" in subsequent incarnations under

draconian conditions of their own making.

SOME FOOD FOR THOUGHT!SOME FOOD FOR THOUGHT!SOME FOOD FOR THOUGHT!SOME FOOD FOR THOUGHT!

My elitist friends: do not trust in your underground bunkers andMy elitist friends: do not trust in your underground bunkers andMy elitist friends: do not trust in your underground bunkers andMy elitist friends: do not trust in your underground bunkers and

stockpiles of years of food for survival, for the quakes will break them upstockpiles of years of food for survival, for the quakes will break them upstockpiles of years of food for survival, for the quakes will break them upstockpiles of years of food for survival, for the quakes will break them up

and the ocean waters will flood them all. Do not trust in your man-madeand the ocean waters will flood them all. Do not trust in your man-madeand the ocean waters will flood them all. Do not trust in your man-madeand the ocean waters will flood them all. Do not trust in your man-made

space station of 1999, for once you are up there circling the earth; youspace station of 1999, for once you are up there circling the earth; youspace station of 1999, for once you are up there circling the earth; youspace station of 1999, for once you are up there circling the earth; you

have no infrastructure left on earth to come back to after the great househave no infrastructure left on earth to come back to after the great househave no infrastructure left on earth to come back to after the great househave no infrastructure left on earth to come back to after the great house

cleaning, so called. The common man's advantage in the ultimatecleaning, so called. The common man's advantage in the ultimatecleaning, so called. The common man's advantage in the ultimatecleaning, so called. The common man's advantage in the ultimate

survival contest will likely be his child-like faith in his cosmicsurvival contest will likely be his child-like faith in his cosmicsurvival contest will likely be his child-like faith in his cosmicsurvival contest will likely be his child-like faith in his cosmic

brotherhood's compassion to lift him off this planet brotherhood's compassion to lift him off this planet brotherhood's compassion to lift him off this planet brotherhood's compassion to lift him off this planet beforebeforebeforebefore the grounds the grounds the grounds the grounds

break up and oceanic tidal waves sweep the continents, and we deembreak up and oceanic tidal waves sweep the continents, and we deembreak up and oceanic tidal waves sweep the continents, and we deembreak up and oceanic tidal waves sweep the continents, and we deem

that to be a faith your elitist reliance on bunkers cannot deliver! Food,that to be a faith your elitist reliance on bunkers cannot deliver! Food,that to be a faith your elitist reliance on bunkers cannot deliver! Food,that to be a faith your elitist reliance on bunkers cannot deliver! Food,

not gold bricks, is needed for a hungry stomach, and so is a healthy dosenot gold bricks, is needed for a hungry stomach, and so is a healthy dosenot gold bricks, is needed for a hungry stomach, and so is a healthy dosenot gold bricks, is needed for a hungry stomach, and so is a healthy dose

of friendship with operators of extraterrestrial craft required whenof friendship with operators of extraterrestrial craft required whenof friendship with operators of extraterrestrial craft required whenof friendship with operators of extraterrestrial craft required when

molten lava from below collide with oceanic tidal waves from above!molten lava from below collide with oceanic tidal waves from above!molten lava from below collide with oceanic tidal waves from above!molten lava from below collide with oceanic tidal waves from above!
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CONCLUSIONCONCLUSIONCONCLUSIONCONCLUSION

Is automation a blessing or a curse? It is a blessing indeed when

disconnected from the corrupted system of finance and corporate greed.

The entire brainpower of nations could be mobilized to automate the

production of basic as well as luxury commodities, if in return for that

service free access to the entire production would be made available for the

benefit of all without conditions - free for the taking within reasonable

limits. Enormous amounts of leisure time for all would be freed up for

people to go about the pursuit of their hearts' desires, and no one's

necessity to feed and clothe himself could be held ransom any longer for

work with pay!

The threat of automation is real only under conditions of finance, where

the displaced individual is barred from access to production through non-

participation in profit potential of automated processes. If a way could be

found, where robotics could financially benefit the displaced worker, then

indeed the curse of automation would be lifted!

CHAPTER FOUR:CHAPTER FOUR:CHAPTER FOUR:CHAPTER FOUR:

FOUNDATION FOR SOCIETAL HEALINGFOUNDATION FOR SOCIETAL HEALINGFOUNDATION FOR SOCIETAL HEALINGFOUNDATION FOR SOCIETAL HEALING

The beginning of humanity on this earth plane was not a biochemical

embryo washed upon the ocean shore, supposedly causing a string of

evolutionary cycles of life creation. Such theory is nothing less than a

desperate attempt of a blinded mind to explain what he had hitherto never

considered: that all life forms on Earth have an extraterrestrial origin,all life forms on Earth have an extraterrestrial origin,all life forms on Earth have an extraterrestrial origin,all life forms on Earth have an extraterrestrial origin, that

Earth was meant to be nothing less than an intergalactic information

exchange centre, and that all complex life forms where transported here

from other star and planetary systems for the purpose of enjoyment of a

new home and of the life experience.

And who dropped our forefathers off and by means of what technology,
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seeing that we at this time have barely "scratched the surface" of space

travel? Our brothers and sisters from other planetary systems in this andOur brothers and sisters from other planetary systems in this andOur brothers and sisters from other planetary systems in this andOur brothers and sisters from other planetary systems in this and

other galaxies! Incarnation lies at the foundation of life's joy and spiritualother galaxies! Incarnation lies at the foundation of life's joy and spiritualother galaxies! Incarnation lies at the foundation of life's joy and spiritualother galaxies! Incarnation lies at the foundation of life's joy and spiritual

growth, and it were incarnates of higher levels of evolvement thatgrowth, and it were incarnates of higher levels of evolvement thatgrowth, and it were incarnates of higher levels of evolvement thatgrowth, and it were incarnates of higher levels of evolvement that

brought us and our forefathers here to prove ourselves and be given thebrought us and our forefathers here to prove ourselves and be given thebrought us and our forefathers here to prove ourselves and be given thebrought us and our forefathers here to prove ourselves and be given the

opportunity for growth through a series of our own incarnationalopportunity for growth through a series of our own incarnationalopportunity for growth through a series of our own incarnationalopportunity for growth through a series of our own incarnational

experiences upon this earthen plane!experiences upon this earthen plane!experiences upon this earthen plane!experiences upon this earthen plane!

And why are we so unaware of our celestial brothers and sisters? Because

we have become their worst enemy! we have become their worst enemy! we have become their worst enemy! we have become their worst enemy! Our airspace is no longer safe for

them to fly in, nor is there safety on our ground for them to walk on. Our

elite-controlled bureaucracy has long begun to use our present levels of

technology to ensnare and trap their craft for capture in order to steal from

them their technology, so that man's ruling class may some day invade

space and declare universal war against all other peaceful societies

elsewhere in the Universe.

Do they trust us in light of potential physical demise in case of capture?

Of course not! Should we wonder why we feel alone and forsaken? Not at all,

for it has been our hostile attitude towards our true friends and relativesit has been our hostile attitude towards our true friends and relativesit has been our hostile attitude towards our true friends and relativesit has been our hostile attitude towards our true friends and relatives

of the cosmos that caused them to withdraw knowledge of theirof the cosmos that caused them to withdraw knowledge of theirof the cosmos that caused them to withdraw knowledge of theirof the cosmos that caused them to withdraw knowledge of their

existence from our conscious awareness span.existence from our conscious awareness span.existence from our conscious awareness span.existence from our conscious awareness span. Trust is never freely given,

it must be earned! And here we earthlings are no exception.

Have we conducted ourselves trustworthy since platitudes of friendship

were hurled into space via PIONEER 10 in the late 50s, in hopes such probe

should be discovered by intergalactic people? Never! Friendly visitors fromFriendly visitors fromFriendly visitors fromFriendly visitors from

outer space we betrayed and captured,outer space we betrayed and captured,outer space we betrayed and captured,outer space we betrayed and captured, as they responded to the invitation,

and after using their delicate bodies for experimental research, we

murdered them!

Have they in return for mankind's ultimate crimes against their dignity

used their awesome technological superiority to wipe us out? No. Why not?

BECAUSE THEY RECOGNIZE US AS THEIR MISGUIDED RELATIVES, WHOBECAUSE THEY RECOGNIZE US AS THEIR MISGUIDED RELATIVES, WHOBECAUSE THEY RECOGNIZE US AS THEIR MISGUIDED RELATIVES, WHOBECAUSE THEY RECOGNIZE US AS THEIR MISGUIDED RELATIVES, WHO

MUST EARN BACK A BROKEN TRUST - EVEN AT THE PERIL OF MANMUST EARN BACK A BROKEN TRUST - EVEN AT THE PERIL OF MANMUST EARN BACK A BROKEN TRUST - EVEN AT THE PERIL OF MANMUST EARN BACK A BROKEN TRUST - EVEN AT THE PERIL OF MAN

HAVING TO UNDERGO THE AGONY OF MANY THOUSAND SUCCESSIVEHAVING TO UNDERGO THE AGONY OF MANY THOUSAND SUCCESSIVEHAVING TO UNDERGO THE AGONY OF MANY THOUSAND SUCCESSIVEHAVING TO UNDERGO THE AGONY OF MANY THOUSAND SUCCESSIVE
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INCARNATIONS UNTIL AT LAST THE LESSON OF UNIVERSAL ONENESS ISINCARNATIONS UNTIL AT LAST THE LESSON OF UNIVERSAL ONENESS ISINCARNATIONS UNTIL AT LAST THE LESSON OF UNIVERSAL ONENESS ISINCARNATIONS UNTIL AT LAST THE LESSON OF UNIVERSAL ONENESS IS

LEARNED!LEARNED!LEARNED!LEARNED!

Have we ever asked ourselves what made them successful in not only

mastering the organization of their own society, but also in conquering the

expanse of space? No? The key to their success lies in the absence ofThe key to their success lies in the absence ofThe key to their success lies in the absence ofThe key to their success lies in the absence of

finance governing their production and consumption!! They have notfinance governing their production and consumption!! They have notfinance governing their production and consumption!! They have notfinance governing their production and consumption!! They have not

permitted financial overlords invading their territories!! They have notpermitted financial overlords invading their territories!! They have notpermitted financial overlords invading their territories!! They have notpermitted financial overlords invading their territories!! They have not

permitted individuals seeking power over them to upset their liberty ofpermitted individuals seeking power over them to upset their liberty ofpermitted individuals seeking power over them to upset their liberty ofpermitted individuals seeking power over them to upset their liberty of

conquering the universe the peaceful way! They have been vigilant andconquering the universe the peaceful way! They have been vigilant andconquering the universe the peaceful way! They have been vigilant andconquering the universe the peaceful way! They have been vigilant and

were were were were notnotnotnot "sleeping at the wheel" of their vehicle to economic health! "sleeping at the wheel" of their vehicle to economic health! "sleeping at the wheel" of their vehicle to economic health! "sleeping at the wheel" of their vehicle to economic health!

No society can progress without economic safety. And progression here

does not only consist of economics per se, but includes spiritual progression

in the form of recognition of universal laws of conduct! If we have not as yet

learned to respect the right and dignity of our brother or fellow man, then

we have thereby guaranteed the stunting of our own spiritual as well as

economic progression.

So what then is ultimately the key to a society's economic success? THE

WORKING TOGETHER IN INTELLECTUAL UNITY, ONENESS AND HARMONY,

FREE FROM THE ELEMENT OF PARASITES AND LEECHES! If a nation of people

cannot police itself to keep exploiters out, then that nation has not matured

to where it can participate in the affairs of intergalactic societies!

The moment our consciousness extends itself to include a desire for the

welfare of our neighbour as much as that of our own, only then have we laid

the foundation for societal economic success and healing. Can we muster

concern for the welfare of our fellow man, or that of the animal kingdom?

Can we inconvenience ourselves notnotnotnot to pollute this planet with excessive

consumption (waste) by limiting our production only to things essential in

raising all humanity to a life in dignity? When we have broken through the

barrier of individualism and expanded our consciousness to include the rest

of creation in our desires for the enjoyment of life for all, only then have we

laid the foundation for our emotional, physical and economic wellbeing.
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”We know now that government by organized money is just as

dangerous as government by organized mob.”

Franklin D. Roosevelt, 1936

CHAPTER FIVE:CHAPTER FIVE:CHAPTER FIVE:CHAPTER FIVE:

THE GREAT CURRENCY MELT-DOWNTHE GREAT CURRENCY MELT-DOWNTHE GREAT CURRENCY MELT-DOWNTHE GREAT CURRENCY MELT-DOWN

THE PHILOSOPHY OF A MONEY-FREE ECONOMYTHE PHILOSOPHY OF A MONEY-FREE ECONOMYTHE PHILOSOPHY OF A MONEY-FREE ECONOMYTHE PHILOSOPHY OF A MONEY-FREE ECONOMY

To suggest the removal of all currency everywhere and expect billions of

workers and professionals to labour without promise of "pay" for the welfare

of all, as opposed to merely for themselves and their immediate family,

undoubtedly tests the imagination of many to the limit. And yet exactly that

is the reality with all cosmic societies on higher planes of existence. At this

point each reader has to examine his heart and decide for himself or herself,

whether or not he or she is ready for a lifestyle of selfless contribution in

return for the right of access to the totality of wealth a society is capable to

produce.

The universal time clock on Earth says it is "graduation time" for the

human race. Why? Because we are quickly running out of time to get our

house in order. If we do not get our mind waves (belief systems) corrected

to where we become prepared and worthy of inheriting the world to come,

in other words, if we do not make ourselves worthy of a continuation of our

lives in this physicalness and become heirs of this planet in the glories of its

renewal, then we simply will not survive the onslaught of soon-to-be

natural disasters this planet will cast upon us all.

Many will at that time be too overwhelmed by fear of bad things to come,

to not run away from the transporter beams of the Brotherhood's ships after
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their descent for lift-off of the human race, and for doing so condemn

themselves to perish in earthquakes, fires and floods, as continents sink and

others rise from the ocean floors.

So get control of your fears, people, and don't think your lease on life

has ended with the obituary of the phenomenon of finance. If the lease on

life would end with the burial of a money system, then indeed intelligent life

forms can not be expected beyond that of our own planet. Yet we perceive

good health and vitality present in the lives of all our lighted extraterrestrial

friends, and that in far greater measure than we have ever witnessed upon

this planet. We believe the transition from a money-controlled economy to

that of a money-free economy will begin to be initiated before mother Earth

"cleans house," so to speak, and we do feel it to be essential, that the hearts

and minds of the people become prepared for a reality without money in the

emerging era to come, inasmuch as qualifying ones will participate in the

reseeding of this planet.

The philosophy of the money elite is like a religion, which is doomed to

failure and embarrassment, and will crumble in face of emerging realities

from the Universe, just like any other religious system. And they should, for

it is nothing but proper that in a contest between philosophy (religion,

doctrine, or protocols) and reality, reality should prevail. Truth in the endTruth in the endTruth in the endTruth in the end

will invariably rise to the top for all to see.will invariably rise to the top for all to see.will invariably rise to the top for all to see.will invariably rise to the top for all to see. And here is the test of true

intelligence: do we possess the fortitude of discarding outmoded

misconceptions in favour of reality? Reality is never something one can

escape from for too long. Those who today swear by the philosophy of

"might is always right" and "the end sanctifies the means," and in the

execution of such philosophy hurl at us the diabolical force of corrupted

financial power, will in the end be crushed by reality and viewed for all to

see as the greatest fools this planet has ever seen!

In fairness however even to the perpetrators of such iniquity one must

always reserve judgment and consider, that just as much as we have power

to change our mind as to which philosophy we wish to embrace, so do they.

And who is to argue with all the good, which some day may come from even

the most powerful of their ilk, when their philosophy is being replaced by
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reality? Reality here dictating the realization that "it is better "it is better "it is better "it is better notnotnotnot to bite the to bite the to bite the to bite the

hand that feeds you!"hand that feeds you!"hand that feeds you!"hand that feeds you!" - the hand here being that of the people.

The track record of our current financial system has done little else but

bitten our hands. With the rise of universal reality decency at last will govern

leaders of how the people under their care should be treated. And if a

reformed elitist, who has thoroughly learned his lesson of life of what notnotnotnot to

do, and how notnotnotnot to fan the fires of misery for ordinary people, then this

writer would be the last one to not want to live under his stewardship. The

notion that "power corrupts and unlimited power corrupts without limit" is

correct only as far as we are dealing with corrupted minds. If we however

are dealing with individuals who have progressed far past that primitive

stage of conduct, then that saying's logic does no longer apply. If righteous

rule can be made as much a reality as unrighteous rule, which exists in

abundance, then it stands to reason that righteous people have indeed therighteous people have indeed therighteous people have indeed therighteous people have indeed the

inherent ability to govern righteously, and not be corrupted by power!inherent ability to govern righteously, and not be corrupted by power!inherent ability to govern righteously, and not be corrupted by power!inherent ability to govern righteously, and not be corrupted by power!

There are none wielding greater power than those beings, who freely

travel the expanses of our Universe at the speed of a thought. Their craft

are equipped with weapons, which can blow this planet apart in an instant,

and yet even in full view of seeing the elite of this world in sworn hostility

toward them, these free ones of the cosmos will not so much as even lift a

finger against them except for the power of the pen. Why not? Because they

cannot be corrupted by power. They will not lower themselves to the level of

elitist conduct, but rather preserve their dignity in righteousness.

THE MECHANICS OF A MONEY-FREE ECONOMYTHE MECHANICS OF A MONEY-FREE ECONOMYTHE MECHANICS OF A MONEY-FREE ECONOMYTHE MECHANICS OF A MONEY-FREE ECONOMY

When Mr. Towers says that "anything which is physically possible can also

be made financially possible," he means nothing less than to say that ALLALLALLALL

RESOURCES OF A SOCIETY CAN AT RESOURCES OF A SOCIETY CAN AT RESOURCES OF A SOCIETY CAN AT RESOURCES OF A SOCIETY CAN AT ALLALLALLALL TIMES BE DRAWN ON FOR THE TIMES BE DRAWN ON FOR THE TIMES BE DRAWN ON FOR THE TIMES BE DRAWN ON FOR THE

BENEFIT OF BENEFIT OF BENEFIT OF BENEFIT OF ALL!ALL!ALL!ALL!    The extent of "benefit for all" is merely limited by the

availability of brainpower (technology), natural resources, land suitable for

agriculture and the number of people willing to work. The totality of all such

before-stated resources is what constitutes "real wealth." This wealth has
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nothing to do with money or gold. The usefulness of gold ends where the

uses for it in a society lie. Any value attributed to this particular metal over

and above that limit is purely artificial and for no other purpose than that of

gain (profit, control, power).

And here is how certain individuals can be recognized: DO THEY WANT

SOMETHING FOR NOTHING? DO THEY WANT BENEFITS, THEY THEMSELVES

HAVE NEITHER EARNED NOR WORKED FOR? DO WE KNOW OF INDIVIDUALS,

WHO LOVE TO FOCUS ON HOW TO BEST USE THE MASSES' TOIL FOR THEIR

PERSONAL GAIN (PROFIT, CONTROL, POWER)? IF SO, THEN IN THEM MUSTIN THEM MUSTIN THEM MUSTIN THEM MUST

WE IDENTIFY THE NATURALLY-BORN PARASITES OF MANKIND!WE IDENTIFY THE NATURALLY-BORN PARASITES OF MANKIND!WE IDENTIFY THE NATURALLY-BORN PARASITES OF MANKIND!WE IDENTIFY THE NATURALLY-BORN PARASITES OF MANKIND!

They are however greatly outnumbered by the many, who would wish to

contribute for dignity's sake. If this great majority would begin to

understand the detrimental consequences of the unrighteously controlled

money system they are forced to toil under, then their naturally-born slave

masters would quickly be stripped of their unfair advantage and be made

truly equal to all.

In an economy functioning without a system of finance, the Engineer

would continue to design automated equipment for the farmer to harvest

his land, the farmer would not stop growing food and the truckers not cease

to drive their rigs to pick it up. The carpenter will continue to build houses

for those who have none, and the refineries would remain open for gasoline

until the Engineers have found alternate energy sources. Where everyone

will be guaranteed unconditional access to essentials of life, no one will

panic, but rather have time to decide, how to contribute with his or her

talents to the benefit of all in return for such access. People will love and

protect their new-found freedom against those, who may dare to ensnare

them, and ensure that none of them will succeed.

A tremendous amount of leisure time will be generated, as full advantage

is being taken from automated systems for the production of consumer

goods, and once the market is saturated, the production output can be

conveniently reduced without negative consequences and be limited to only

keeping up with market demands. The notion "full employment is a
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desirable goal" will become a thing of the past and be replaced by the

objective of "maximum leisure time for all." A reduction of production

output will be welcomed, as less waste will be generated at its consumption

level. Every member of society will consider himself or herself an owner of it

all, and with their lives fight for the preservation of this economic freedom.

Yet that may never be necessary for as long as none could be found to

overturn it. Since demands on production will exclusively be regulated by

demand, production will never be in excess of natural consumption,

eliminating the need for "production at all costs (waste) so profits can be

maximized.”

Property rights are honoured and protected by law, and no one will be

compelled to part with any production of his own unless voluntarily offered

as his or her contribution to any or all.

We believe, with proper introduction of these concepts, sound, logical,

thinking, and naturally intelligent people will conclude within the powers of

their own reasonings, that a closed society can easily look after its needs

without the use of a medium of exchange or system of money. It is

ultimately the people, who will decide for themselves, whether or not they

want to become participants of such an economic community after having

examined for themselves the pros and cons of such a plan. The possibilities

for happiness and a feeling of true freedom are immense, and we are not

saying that no societal progression is possible beyond that type of

economics. What we are saying is, we do not believe that progression is we do not believe that progression is we do not believe that progression is we do not believe that progression is

possible in possible in possible in possible in anyanyanyany spiritual way without first having taken this particular spiritual way without first having taken this particular spiritual way without first having taken this particular spiritual way without first having taken this particular

step into becoming part of a society, which functions on the basis ofstep into becoming part of a society, which functions on the basis ofstep into becoming part of a society, which functions on the basis ofstep into becoming part of a society, which functions on the basis of

absence of money!absence of money!absence of money!absence of money! Children must pass through lessons of lower grades

first before expecting to graduate as masters of anything. The human race

in its progressional steps is no exception here. Certain lessons must be

learned before we can move on - and this is undoubtedly one of them.

Good night!
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"Banking was conceived in iniquity and born in sin....

(If the banker's fortunes were to) disappear as they ought to,

then this would be a better and happier world to live in....

But if you want to continue to be slaves of the bankers

and pay the cost of your own slavery,

then let bankers continue to create money and control credit!"

Sir JOSIAH STAMP

President of the Bank of England

"THE GOOSE THAT LAID THE GOLDEN EGG BECAME THE GANDER THAT"THE GOOSE THAT LAID THE GOLDEN EGG BECAME THE GANDER THAT"THE GOOSE THAT LAID THE GOLDEN EGG BECAME THE GANDER THAT"THE GOOSE THAT LAID THE GOLDEN EGG BECAME THE GANDER THAT

NETTED THE FOE WITH THE ILL-GOTTEN GAIN!"NETTED THE FOE WITH THE ILL-GOTTEN GAIN!"NETTED THE FOE WITH THE ILL-GOTTEN GAIN!"NETTED THE FOE WITH THE ILL-GOTTEN GAIN!"

(Scribed by Uthrania Seila Sentana-Ries in 1994)

E P I L O G U EE P I L O G U EE P I L O G U EE P I L O G U E

The ultimate annihilation of a global system of debauchery will be

preluded by an admission of defeat from its inventors. They will make a

statement of significance within their secret chambers, which will long be

remembered by the many who have made themselves worthy to inherit the

Earth in its renewal. Here is what they will say:

"We, of the royal faction of debauched tankards, do hereby place"We, of the royal faction of debauched tankards, do hereby place"We, of the royal faction of debauched tankards, do hereby place"We, of the royal faction of debauched tankards, do hereby place

within our seal that mandatory statement of fulfilment, which has left uswithin our seal that mandatory statement of fulfilment, which has left uswithin our seal that mandatory statement of fulfilment, which has left uswithin our seal that mandatory statement of fulfilment, which has left us

without words to even protect ourselves within the plumage of despisedwithout words to even protect ourselves within the plumage of despisedwithout words to even protect ourselves within the plumage of despisedwithout words to even protect ourselves within the plumage of despised

revolution!revolution!revolution!revolution!

"This, my brothers of elitist faction, was in fact placed within our"This, my brothers of elitist faction, was in fact placed within our"This, my brothers of elitist faction, was in fact placed within our"This, my brothers of elitist faction, was in fact placed within our

grave site for all those who mediate at the front, that from this pointgrave site for all those who mediate at the front, that from this pointgrave site for all those who mediate at the front, that from this pointgrave site for all those who mediate at the front, that from this point

forth we hereby  broadside have exposed ourselves by our very mandate.forth we hereby  broadside have exposed ourselves by our very mandate.forth we hereby  broadside have exposed ourselves by our very mandate.forth we hereby  broadside have exposed ourselves by our very mandate.

"The people are wise, in (that) they will place on our grave sites that"The people are wise, in (that) they will place on our grave sites that"The people are wise, in (that) they will place on our grave sites that"The people are wise, in (that) they will place on our grave sites that

epitome, which states very simply that "Only the stars in their wisdomepitome, which states very simply that "Only the stars in their wisdomepitome, which states very simply that "Only the stars in their wisdomepitome, which states very simply that "Only the stars in their wisdom
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gain prudence to rule over us, for we are the epitome of their glory!"gain prudence to rule over us, for we are the epitome of their glory!"gain prudence to rule over us, for we are the epitome of their glory!"gain prudence to rule over us, for we are the epitome of their glory!"

(Quotation contributed by HATONN, Esquire of the Nations).

QUIPS by Reni Sentana-Ries from December 30, 1998, 1:30 am:QUIPS by Reni Sentana-Ries from December 30, 1998, 1:30 am:QUIPS by Reni Sentana-Ries from December 30, 1998, 1:30 am:QUIPS by Reni Sentana-Ries from December 30, 1998, 1:30 am:

The indebtedness of a society is only a small indicator for its tremendous

potential to create wealth in the form of goods and services. Why, you may

ask? Because the demand for credit tells of society's hunger forthe demand for credit tells of society's hunger forthe demand for credit tells of society's hunger forthe demand for credit tells of society's hunger for

production to satisfy its natural needs,production to satisfy its natural needs,production to satisfy its natural needs,production to satisfy its natural needs, and those needs seem to forever

outstrip its availability of real credit to do so.

Today's finance-driven economies have created plunder of the nations'

natural and human resources. And how so? Because all of today'sall of today'sall of today'sall of today's

economies are profit driven by big business and big industries, whicheconomies are profit driven by big business and big industries, whicheconomies are profit driven by big business and big industries, whicheconomies are profit driven by big business and big industries, which

have a need to grow all on their own lest they collapse,have a need to grow all on their own lest they collapse,have a need to grow all on their own lest they collapse,have a need to grow all on their own lest they collapse, and their need for

resources are unlikeunlikeunlikeunlike that of the families, which make up the nation. And

what are the needs of a family? Food, shelter, clothing, education,

transportation, and leisure time. We know of no industrial nation whichWe know of no industrial nation whichWe know of no industrial nation whichWe know of no industrial nation which

has built its economy around those basic needs of the family.   has built its economy around those basic needs of the family.   has built its economy around those basic needs of the family.   has built its economy around those basic needs of the family.   

After all smoke has cleared, and misconceptions of what constitutes a

healthy economy have been done away with, it is in the end the nation's

families, which create the wealth of the nations. Are they not? Now, if that is

in all finality the case, then why should those family units not be granted for

free that which they so efficiently and abundantly produce? And what should

in all finality be the means of payment for all the myriad needs of business

and industry? THE PURCHASE ORDER!! The purchase order alone will

guarantee an industry's survival, even if demand is reduced to only a trickle

of its productive capacity. No industrial steward will lose his business by

reason of lack of demand for product. Even no production at all will still

guarantee business survival if its legitimate means of payment were THE

PURCHASE ORDER!

To facilitate a workable transition from a money-driven economy to a
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purchase order society requires in the end to make money obsolete. But

how  to do that efficiently and smoothly will be a secret all of this author's

own, and will not be described within the pages of this work, nor will we

ever discuss this issue with anyone at this time, for THAT, we believe, IS THE

KEY TO THE NEW ERA, THE KEY, WHICH WE WILL NEVER DIVULGE UNTIL

NATIONAL LEADERS AND THEIR SECURITY FORCES COME TO US AS THEIR

EQUALS AND FRIENDS, AND BEGIN TO TREAT US WITH RESPECT WE ARE

DESERVING OF!
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INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

All of us are being born behind the veil of forgetfulness, and our

challenge throughout each additional incarnation lies in a need to not repeat

mistakes again, i. e. errors of judgment in our past we can only recall

through feeble subconscious remembering. Religious associations are such

errors, and must not be repeated lest our progression becomes impeded in

this life once again.

YET THERE IS NO NEED FOR SHAME IN ERROR WHILE ON OUR UPWARDYET THERE IS NO NEED FOR SHAME IN ERROR WHILE ON OUR UPWARDYET THERE IS NO NEED FOR SHAME IN ERROR WHILE ON OUR UPWARDYET THERE IS NO NEED FOR SHAME IN ERROR WHILE ON OUR UPWARD

JOURNEY TOWARD THE LIGHTJOURNEY TOWARD THE LIGHTJOURNEY TOWARD THE LIGHTJOURNEY TOWARD THE LIGHT (seeing we operate from behind the veil of

forgetfulness), UNLESS PERSISTENCE IN ERROR CONTINUES TO RULE OURUNLESS PERSISTENCE IN ERROR CONTINUES TO RULE OURUNLESS PERSISTENCE IN ERROR CONTINUES TO RULE OURUNLESS PERSISTENCE IN ERROR CONTINUES TO RULE OUR

LIVES BEYOND THE DAY WHEN LIGHT HAS BEGUN TO SHINE INTO THELIVES BEYOND THE DAY WHEN LIGHT HAS BEGUN TO SHINE INTO THELIVES BEYOND THE DAY WHEN LIGHT HAS BEGUN TO SHINE INTO THELIVES BEYOND THE DAY WHEN LIGHT HAS BEGUN TO SHINE INTO THE

RECESSES OF OUR MINDS!RECESSES OF OUR MINDS!RECESSES OF OUR MINDS!RECESSES OF OUR MINDS! In this dissertation we will not throw stones at

those still lingering in the halls of organized religion, lest our own glass

house of past failures in sound judgment becomes shattered from flying

boulders as their response to our assault!

Church membership is sometimes passionately defended around a claim

of church authenticity (legitimacy or exclusivity), i.e. "Our church is the one

and only true Church of God on this planet, and it is our duty to be a

member of it!" That sounds logical, but is only true provided universal

reality in absolute fullness has indeed sanctioned that claim and lent it

veracity. An outside observer however should become rightfully suspicious,

when he or she sees numerous churches claiming exclusivity, whereby "lost

sheep" are then compelled to a judgment call of choice they are hardly

qualified to make by virtue of their admitted state-of-mind confusion (of

being "lost" in a world of religious options), only to become trapped in a

denominational world of doctrinal limitations. It can hardly be said that a

"lost sheep" really knows it should be looking for universal reality in order to

see its soul restored to the peace and serenity it is so desperately looking

for.

THE MOMENT MORE THAN ONE CHURCH MAKES ITS PUBLIC CLAIM OF

EXCLUSIVITY, THAT CLAIM BECOMES HOLLOW FOR ALL, FOR LOGIC
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REQUIRES THE PRESENCE OF ONENESS OF TRUTH, AND ALSO UNIFORMITY

OF LANGUAGE, SOMETHING SECTARIANISM CANNOT DELIVER! THE TRUTHTHE TRUTHTHE TRUTHTHE TRUTH

OF THE UNIVERSE WILL OF THE UNIVERSE WILL OF THE UNIVERSE WILL OF THE UNIVERSE WILL NEVERNEVERNEVERNEVER BE FOUND WITHIN THE CONFINED SPACE BE FOUND WITHIN THE CONFINED SPACE BE FOUND WITHIN THE CONFINED SPACE BE FOUND WITHIN THE CONFINED SPACE

OF SECTARIAN BOUNDARIES, FOR THAT WOULD INDEED BE LIKE PLACINGOF SECTARIAN BOUNDARIES, FOR THAT WOULD INDEED BE LIKE PLACINGOF SECTARIAN BOUNDARIES, FOR THAT WOULD INDEED BE LIKE PLACINGOF SECTARIAN BOUNDARIES, FOR THAT WOULD INDEED BE LIKE PLACING

A LUXURY LINER INTO A SODA BOTTLE!A LUXURY LINER INTO A SODA BOTTLE!A LUXURY LINER INTO A SODA BOTTLE!A LUXURY LINER INTO A SODA BOTTLE!

C H A P T E R   O N EC H A P T E R   O N EC H A P T E R   O N EC H A P T E R   O N E

WHAT WENT WRONG IN THE WORLD OF RELIGION?WHAT WENT WRONG IN THE WORLD OF RELIGION?WHAT WENT WRONG IN THE WORLD OF RELIGION?WHAT WENT WRONG IN THE WORLD OF RELIGION?

RELIGION - A MISNOMER FOR TRUTHRELIGION - A MISNOMER FOR TRUTHRELIGION - A MISNOMER FOR TRUTHRELIGION - A MISNOMER FOR TRUTH

The term "religion" (An organized system of beliefs and rituals centering

on a supernatural being or beings - American Heritage Dictionary) should

never in the first place have found its way into our language, as its definition

alone reeks of departure from what reality is all about. Reality has nothing

to do with being supernatural, for all reality is natural as it extends right up

to the 16th or higher dimension. Nothing the Universe has to offer is

"supernatural" in its essence, for all is based upon the realism of universal

laws as well as universal scientific laws, wherein all life can find freedom of

expression in absolute totality of existence. This planet and all of its life

forms on it (and in it) is part and parcel of our known Universe, which

includes the Milky Way Galaxy as well as all galaxies and cosmic

phenomena. Within such environment man's religious belief systems

become irrelevant, because they can never include the totality of ALL THERE

IS. To turn around then and claim God is ALL THERE IS is rather vague and

incomprehensible, as consensus of who or what "God" is cannot be found in

worlds of religious dogma and is only available to minds in comprehension

of Universe reality.

There is no need for mysticism around the concept of "God" or "angels"

or "avatars", for all can be verily understood within the parameters of
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Universe reality! BECOME FAMILIAR WITH UNIVERSE REALITY, AND ALL

RELIGIOUS MISCONCEPTIONS WILL VANISH LIKE A FOG BEFORE THE

MORNING SUN! Locked into the knowledge of the Universe is the secretLocked into the knowledge of the Universe is the secretLocked into the knowledge of the Universe is the secretLocked into the knowledge of the Universe is the secret

for man's release from religious error! Obtain that knowledge and applyfor man's release from religious error! Obtain that knowledge and applyfor man's release from religious error! Obtain that knowledge and applyfor man's release from religious error! Obtain that knowledge and apply

it correctly, and you will have credited your soul with an entry intoit correctly, and you will have credited your soul with an entry intoit correctly, and you will have credited your soul with an entry intoit correctly, and you will have credited your soul with an entry into

hallways of universal realities with all their glories and possibilities intact!hallways of universal realities with all their glories and possibilities intact!hallways of universal realities with all their glories and possibilities intact!hallways of universal realities with all their glories and possibilities intact!

Truth in its absolute form is nothing less than universal reality (or

Universe reality, if you wish). THIS ABSOLUTE ASPECT OF REALITY IS

COMPREHENSIBLE TO THE HUMAN MIND, FOR THE HUMAN MIND IS INDEED

MADE UP OF THAT ESSENCE WHICH HAS MADE OTHER INTELLIGENCES

SUPREME IN KNOWLEDGE. AND HERE THE SUPREMACY IN KNOWLEDGE

CONSISTS OF TRUTH IN ITS ABSOLUTE FORM! At this point we can probably

see why religious dogma has nothing to do with truth anymore, for it has no

ability to deliver that kind of truth. Hence our conclusion: Religion andReligion andReligion andReligion and

truth have nothing in common.truth have nothing in common.truth have nothing in common.truth have nothing in common.

RELIGION - A BROADER VIEWPOINT IS NECESSARYRELIGION - A BROADER VIEWPOINT IS NECESSARYRELIGION - A BROADER VIEWPOINT IS NECESSARYRELIGION - A BROADER VIEWPOINT IS NECESSARY

There exists a fallacy in this world today which has limited the

understanding of what religion really is. In this fallacy the term "religion"

finds itself merely connected with god-worship, sin-aspects, morality-

teachings and congregational gatherings for "fellowship" purposes. NOT

GOOD ENOUGH! We cannot ignoreWe cannot ignoreWe cannot ignoreWe cannot ignore philosophical dogma!philosophical dogma!philosophical dogma!philosophical dogma! It has often been

said in religious circles, that their membership is "a way of life." We agree,

since one can easily recognize distinct behaviour patterns unique to each

religious viewpoint. Now, if organized religious dogma is capable of creating

behaviour patterns, then organized philosophical dogma can do the same.

So, what is our point? The point is, we cannot ignore organizations basedwe cannot ignore organizations basedwe cannot ignore organizations basedwe cannot ignore organizations based

on extreme philosophical viewpoints and exclude them from the categoryon extreme philosophical viewpoints and exclude them from the categoryon extreme philosophical viewpoints and exclude them from the categoryon extreme philosophical viewpoints and exclude them from the category

of religions, if that viewpoint represents the of religions, if that viewpoint represents the of religions, if that viewpoint represents the of religions, if that viewpoint represents the oppositeoppositeoppositeopposite of what "true-blue of what "true-blue of what "true-blue of what "true-blue

religion" has ever tried to achieve, that is, to make "bad" people intoreligion" has ever tried to achieve, that is, to make "bad" people intoreligion" has ever tried to achieve, that is, to make "bad" people intoreligion" has ever tried to achieve, that is, to make "bad" people into

"good" people by instilling in them sound ethical behaviour."good" people by instilling in them sound ethical behaviour."good" people by instilling in them sound ethical behaviour."good" people by instilling in them sound ethical behaviour.

In this writing we will not call subversive organizations by name, however
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should you during the course of your life's journey ever have run into a

strong, powerful, secretive and yet influential organization, which teaches it

is okay to lie, break promises as well as contracts when it becomes

convenient, deceive, steal under the guise of legitimacy, entice wars and

racial tensions, considers a large sector of populations merely fit for

exploitation, encourage moral decay by creating conditions of family

breakdown, or refer to people not of their ilk as "beasts", all the while

justifying themselves by claiming superiority of status,  then remember one

thing: what you have before you is nothing less than a religious

organization which has created for itself the antithesis of all that Universal

Oneness of the gods and the Creation ever stand for! You have before you

the literal manifestation of darkness with all its personages firmly

entrenched in its own hierarchical organized structure.

To sum up our observations let's say this much: GROUP PERCEPTION IS

ALWAYS LIMITED, AND NONE CLINGING TO IT CAN RECOGNIZE UNIVERSAL

REALITY. RELIGIOUS AND PHILOSOPHICAL DOGMA WILL FOREVER BE

STUMBLING BLOCKS TO THOSE SEEKING REINTEGRATION INTO THE

ONENESS OF THE UNIVERSE, OR BETTER, INTO "ALL THAT IS," WHICH IS

TRUTH IN ITS ABSOLUTE FORMAT!  If ultimate truth is the harbour into

which we endeavour to steer our life boat, then let us no longer neglect the

other half of our brain, the one that lets us see what lies beyond, and we will

thereby have effectively ended the stunting of our growth and finally

discovered the beauties of creation in its glory and totality!

HOW MANY GODS ARE THERE?HOW MANY GODS ARE THERE?HOW MANY GODS ARE THERE?HOW MANY GODS ARE THERE?

Who spoke to the true prophets of old? Who can truthfully claim

authorship to their writings? God? Wait a minute! Not even today do people

have a clear understanding who or what "God" is! Logic must rule out the

singularity of godhood, for if there can be one god, there can also be

another or many more "gods," for that matter. Reconcile this concept with

the statement in the Bible which says "Ye are all gods!" then the idea of a

singular "God" having spoken to the prophets becomes inconsistent with the

Bible's own theme. Tampering with text and testimony of the true prophets
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of ancient times are partly responsible for the creation of monotheistic

dogma, set up for the purpose of population control by fear of a cruel,

vengeful and angry "God." (At this point we will interject and clarify, that

mainly responsible for the notion of a single-being godhood is the

downloading and effective marketing of perfected systems of religiosity

through the instrumentality of false prophets. More on that under the next

heading).

The prophets of old received their words from the masters of theThe prophets of old received their words from the masters of theThe prophets of old received their words from the masters of theThe prophets of old received their words from the masters of the

universe, individuals, who had learned all of their lessons of properuniverse, individuals, who had learned all of their lessons of properuniverse, individuals, who had learned all of their lessons of properuniverse, individuals, who had learned all of their lessons of proper

conduct while on successions of lower dimensional incarnations; but nowconduct while on successions of lower dimensional incarnations; but nowconduct while on successions of lower dimensional incarnations; but nowconduct while on successions of lower dimensional incarnations; but now

they occupy the status and power and authority as "gods" of a fifththey occupy the status and power and authority as "gods" of a fifththey occupy the status and power and authority as "gods" of a fifththey occupy the status and power and authority as "gods" of a fifth

dimensional plane and upward!dimensional plane and upward!dimensional plane and upward!dimensional plane and upward!

And at what point will "ye," the "gods," become individuals who will also

speak to prophets of third-dimensional planes of existence? ONLY AFTER

"YE," THE "GODS," HAVE IN YOUR OWN EFFORTS OF PERFECTING

INTELLECTUAL UNION WITH THE MIND OF THE UNIVERSE PROGRESSED TO

WHERE YOU ARE PERMITTED TO JOIN THE OTHER "GODS" IN THE HEAVENS

OF MORE DIGNIFIED PLANES OF EXISTENCE, WHERE PEACE, PROGRESS AND

ONENESS ARE THE "ORDER OF THE DAY!" Seek after this particular heartbeat

of the Universe, and you will find not only abundant joy in knowing the

Brother- and Sisterhoods of Light, but also discover a greater ability to pay

your bills, as cash from unpaid tithings is freed up for the raising of your

economic life into one of greater dignity!

REMARKS ON THE MATTER OF TRUE AND FALSE PROPHETSREMARKS ON THE MATTER OF TRUE AND FALSE PROPHETSREMARKS ON THE MATTER OF TRUE AND FALSE PROPHETSREMARKS ON THE MATTER OF TRUE AND FALSE PROPHETS

Many "gods" spoke to the true prophets of yesteryear! And at this point

let us no longer differentiate between a true prophet and a "true channel,"

for the "true" prophets of old were no less than what "true" channels of

today are, namely "SECRETARIES" FAITHFULLY WRITING DOWN THE WORDS

AS THEY HEAR THEM TELEPATHICALLY SPOKEN FROM THE BROTHERHOODS

OF LIGHT! Conversely, we also have "false" prophets. These are "false"

channels, who faithfully write down the words as telepathically spoken to
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them by DARKENED BROTHERHOODS, or the BROTHERHOODS OF

DARKNESS, which is the luciferean aspect of our universal duality. Do we

now understand the difference between a "true" prophet (channel) and a

"false" prophet, who is also a channel? THE FORMER CHANNELS THE GODS

OF LIGHT, WHILE THE LATTER CHANNELS THE GODS OF DARKNESS! And by

what characteristics can we, the people, recognize, whether the channel

(prophet) we deal with or believe in is of the Light or of the Darkness?

Dogma aside, people, the gods of light will lead you to economicDogma aside, people, the gods of light will lead you to economicDogma aside, people, the gods of light will lead you to economicDogma aside, people, the gods of light will lead you to economic

freedom and happiness, while the gods of darkness will trap you intofreedom and happiness, while the gods of darkness will trap you intofreedom and happiness, while the gods of darkness will trap you intofreedom and happiness, while the gods of darkness will trap you into

economic subservience through tithings, rules, obligations, taxes, laws,economic subservience through tithings, rules, obligations, taxes, laws,economic subservience through tithings, rules, obligations, taxes, laws,economic subservience through tithings, rules, obligations, taxes, laws,

commandments, rituals, meetings, secrecy, sacrifices and sundry othercommandments, rituals, meetings, secrecy, sacrifices and sundry othercommandments, rituals, meetings, secrecy, sacrifices and sundry othercommandments, rituals, meetings, secrecy, sacrifices and sundry other

means!! The gods of darkness will scatter your focus away from you,means!! The gods of darkness will scatter your focus away from you,means!! The gods of darkness will scatter your focus away from you,means!! The gods of darkness will scatter your focus away from you,

while the gods of light will call upon you to discover yourself bywhile the gods of light will call upon you to discover yourself bywhile the gods of light will call upon you to discover yourself bywhile the gods of light will call upon you to discover yourself by

discovering your godhood within - the gateway to the gods of universaldiscovering your godhood within - the gateway to the gods of universaldiscovering your godhood within - the gateway to the gods of universaldiscovering your godhood within - the gateway to the gods of universal

oneness - and call upon you to oneness - and call upon you to oneness - and call upon you to oneness - and call upon you to be loyal and truthful to yourself first! be loyal and truthful to yourself first! be loyal and truthful to yourself first! be loyal and truthful to yourself first! AndAndAndAnd

this truthfulness to yourself has nothing to do with being selfish!this truthfulness to yourself has nothing to do with being selfish!this truthfulness to yourself has nothing to do with being selfish!this truthfulness to yourself has nothing to do with being selfish!

On the 27th of September 1996 this writer petitioned for one of the

Commanders or Masters of the lighted side to elaborate on the following

questions: Is our understanding correct, when we say that some ancient and

modern religions are an outgrowth of falsified holy texts of true prophets?

And have other religions been precipitated in all their intricate falsehoods as

brilliant religious systems upon the people in the form of perfected and

completed frauds, dictated to false prophets from luciferian spirits? Among

other statements in answer to this question Commander Melix spoke in no

uncertain terms when he said:

".... You must understand, dear ones, not all complimentary dialogue

(holy text) was to be adjusted (falsified) to fit the bill (make it suitable for

public consumption), but rather AS A HINDRANCE TO COHERENT DIALOGUE

(truthful expressions) THOSE OTHER MASTERS (gods of darkness) OF THE

UNIVERSE DID SO TO WRITE DOWN THEIR OWN DIALOGUE (religious

material) AND TELL TO OTHERS (the people) THAT INDEED IT WAS OF THE

GODS OF THEIR (the people's) CHOOSING (giving their system the

appearance of divine approval). ANY PLACE IN SCRIPTURE OR OTHERWISEANY PLACE IN SCRIPTURE OR OTHERWISEANY PLACE IN SCRIPTURE OR OTHERWISEANY PLACE IN SCRIPTURE OR OTHERWISE

WRITINGS OF DICTATIONAL METHOD (channelled material) WHICHWRITINGS OF DICTATIONAL METHOD (channelled material) WHICHWRITINGS OF DICTATIONAL METHOD (channelled material) WHICHWRITINGS OF DICTATIONAL METHOD (channelled material) WHICH
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EXPLOIT THE PEOPLE AND DESTROY ALL THAT WOULD POSSESS THEM TOEXPLOIT THE PEOPLE AND DESTROY ALL THAT WOULD POSSESS THEM TOEXPLOIT THE PEOPLE AND DESTROY ALL THAT WOULD POSSESS THEM TOEXPLOIT THE PEOPLE AND DESTROY ALL THAT WOULD POSSESS THEM TO

LIVE IN MERRIMENT THROUGHOUT THEIR INCARNATIONS, WAS NEVERLIVE IN MERRIMENT THROUGHOUT THEIR INCARNATIONS, WAS NEVERLIVE IN MERRIMENT THROUGHOUT THEIR INCARNATIONS, WAS NEVERLIVE IN MERRIMENT THROUGHOUT THEIR INCARNATIONS, WAS NEVER

FROM US!"FROM US!"FROM US!"FROM US!"

Isn't it remarkable that Commander Melix connects interdimensional

information (prophecy) obtained via channels (prophets) with matters of

economics, wherein such information leads the people to either economic

freedom and happiness or conversely to economic bondage and subsequent

misery, depending on whether the source of such information is either of

the light or of darkness? Messages through prophets (or prophetesses) from

the Brotherhood or Sisterhood of Light remain invariably consistent with the

harmonics of the Universe, i.e. the totality of "all that is." Anything falling

outside of aforementioned qualification are either man-made heresies

through alterations of holy texts or entire and brilliant systems of religious

frauds, inherited from the darkened gods of this Universe. Either way, both

forms of falsehoods began to be fed to the people as the "words of God,"

until eventually the perpetrators of such debauchery (be they darkened

gods, tamperers of holy texts, false prophets or leaders of religious

systems) became victims of their own manufactured lies in the course of a

string of subsequent incarnations. BEWARE OF SPREADING LIES ABOUTBEWARE OF SPREADING LIES ABOUTBEWARE OF SPREADING LIES ABOUTBEWARE OF SPREADING LIES ABOUT

ANYTHING, LEST YOU MAY SOME DAY FIND YOURSELF FEEDING AT THEANYTHING, LEST YOU MAY SOME DAY FIND YOURSELF FEEDING AT THEANYTHING, LEST YOU MAY SOME DAY FIND YOURSELF FEEDING AT THEANYTHING, LEST YOU MAY SOME DAY FIND YOURSELF FEEDING AT THE

TROUGH OF YOUR OWN DECEPTIONS! This karmic backlash will then beTROUGH OF YOUR OWN DECEPTIONS! This karmic backlash will then beTROUGH OF YOUR OWN DECEPTIONS! This karmic backlash will then beTROUGH OF YOUR OWN DECEPTIONS! This karmic backlash will then be

compounded by the problem of compounded by the problem of compounded by the problem of compounded by the problem of youyouyouyou not being able to remember that it not being able to remember that it not being able to remember that it not being able to remember that it

was was was was youyouyouyou who laid the trap holding you snared! who laid the trap holding you snared! who laid the trap holding you snared! who laid the trap holding you snared!

RELIGIOUS BLOOPERSRELIGIOUS BLOOPERSRELIGIOUS BLOOPERSRELIGIOUS BLOOPERS

Numerous are the booby traps along the religious trail to imagined glory!

We already know who laid them there, but let us elaborate further!  Just look

and notice the men (or women) most highly visible and profiting the

greatest from the marketing of dogma, and then you will have found your

answer as to whose snare you stepped into, when you decided to uphold

that industry with your donations! These people reincarnate, you know, and

when they do, their challenge is each time to rid themselves of their own

vices of religious debauchery. But most fail and continue to hurl themselves
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into incarnational attempts of cleansing from this awful karmic baggage,

only to see themselves fail over and over. Yet this is not a cruel game the

Brotherhood of Light plays upon them, but rather THEY DO IT TO

THEMSELVES! Before the Karmic Board only "stocktaking" is being done to

see whether a particular entity has finally broken the cycle of its own

religious or philosophical entrapment. Counsel is given, resolutions are

made, and on with further incarnational attempts at reconstruction of their

own DNA-ingrained behaviour patterns. Progress only comes to them, when

at last some subconscious remembering surfaces, which says, "Wait a

minute, why do I feel uncomfortable at the idea of joining this organization?

It stands for all the values I believe in, and yet I know that upon joining I will

lose a certain amount of my freedom! Why am I worried about taking this

route?" Woe onto the soul that decides again to embrace the falsehoods of

religion or falls for the lure of "easy money" as reward for feeding the people

lies! Remember, it is easier to teach a child honesty after its parents caught

it lying for the first time than it is to reform a habitual liar! Universal justice

has its way to seek out transgressors of Universal Law!

However, we did promise to speak about "religious bloopers," did we not?

A more prominent one is the atonement heresy, which says that "God"

punishes by death (shedding of blood) "his son" (or animals) for our "sins,"

so that we will not have to suffer the consequences of our own misguided

actions.

Any "God" demanding blood of the innocent, whether that of man or

best, is a cruel task master, and for the good of the people should they

dethrone him as unfit to rule over their consciences, for his government

does nothing but rain havoc upon their heads, in this life, as well in future

ones to come! “Gods” demanding such cruelties are most certainly creations

of man's perverted mind waves! These mind waves have permitted the

introduction of most diabolical spirits of dark forces to enter their lives,

parading as "angels of light"  under the guise of religion.

Under the Christian label they go so far as to ascribe to the death of a

noble messenger the power of cleansing from their own sinfulness, and in

doing so elevated his status to that of “God” himself, something they would
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never dare do for themselves, even though their own Bible teaches them

otherwise (quote: “Ye are all gods”). And so again we have before us one

more case where people shirk their own responsibility for their actions by

trying to make someone else suffer the karmic consequences of their “sins”.

See, universal laws are neither young nor old, they are timeless. They

were in force in the days of Israelite temple building just as much as they

are in force today. And anything morally wrong then is just as morally

wrong now, FOR UNIVERSAL LAWS OF JUSTICE REMAIN UNAFFECTED BY THE

ANNALS OF TIME AND THE REQUIREMENTS FOR MAN'S SPIRITUAL

PROGRESSION CANNOT BE ALTERED BY NEITHER MAN, ANCIENTS, GODS,

SAGES, COMMANDERS, AVATARS, MASTERS OR CREATION ITSELF!! FOR

GOD'S SAKE, PEOPLE, REALIZE THAT YOUR RELIGIOUS SYSTEM OF SACRIFICE

WAS CREATED BY YOUR RELIGIOUS LEADERS AS A PROFITABLE BUSINESS

VENTURE! EXPEDIENCE DICTATED THE USURPING OF YOUR CONSCIENCE

AND EXPLOITATION OF YOUR GUILT COMPLEX FOR PROFIT! There was

money to be made for doing so!

Christianity is considered an offshoot of Judaism. The former has deeply

entrenched within it the philosophy of blood-letting. It is called: "Jesus-

died-on-the-Cross-for-my-sins-that-I-might-have-forgiveness-through-

the-shedding-of-His-blood!" I consider this doctrine an abomination and a

gross injustice toward the person thus elevated (or better: debased) to the

status of a universal sacrificial lamb. Elemental universal justice does not

work this way: Each of us must learn to face up to our own personal

deficiencies, and not call upon someone else to bear the consequence forforforfor

us.

Religion for profit was to continue, even if it meant to pervert the

message of this most noble messenger Earth has ever seen! For almost

2000 years he was to become the whipping boy for sins not of his own, and

to his utter disgust he was made the people's most prominent object of

worship! Throughout history his name was dragged into all sorts of

atrocities, in his name millions were slaughtered and against their will

returned into the Diva Chan. Yet during all of these years his voice could

hardly be heard, as not until todaynot until todaynot until todaynot until today has he made the restoration of his soiled
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character possible on a world-wide scale. (Do not think for a moment such

vindication of his name is only happening through the writings of Mr.

Sentana-Ries. This noble one of the Light has found his own way of making

himself heard by the people in these last days!) SEEK AFTER HIS WORDS OF

TODAY! YOU WILL FIND THEM IF YOU DO, AND NOT BE DISAPPOINTED!.

RELIGION FOR MONEYRELIGION FOR MONEYRELIGION FOR MONEYRELIGION FOR MONEY

As already indicated, religion today is a sorry money-making industry. As

time goes by we see this industry teetering on the verge of bankruptcy

(which may have various reasons, granted), but money-collecting

nonetheless, for as long as the pews remain warm from the bottoms of

individuals, who have yet to think for themselves and learn to no longer

permit their pastors or bishops to rule over them in matters of faith.

However the moment people begin to realize, that as far back as 3000 years

ago the imposition of mandatory tithing was nothing more than a money

and power grab over the people's pocketbooks and that spiritual

progression can only be achieved via discovery of "godhood within," they

will seriously re-evaluate their membership in various churches. Remember,

whosoever has the power to join a church, also has the right to leave. This

is not exactly a decision the minister or church hierarchy can control, but

would certainly love to in order to preserve their salaries for the end of each

month. We assume many church leaders would be mortified at the idea of

having to compete for a job in the marketplace and be expected to support

their families at minimum wage rates. Yet never once did they seem to

display concern over their membership's plight of struggling in an

economically hostile environment for as long as the tithe ended up in the

church's bank account!

FOR ONCE, PEOPLE, DO YOURSELF A FAVOUR AND BECOMEFOR ONCE, PEOPLE, DO YOURSELF A FAVOUR AND BECOMEFOR ONCE, PEOPLE, DO YOURSELF A FAVOUR AND BECOMEFOR ONCE, PEOPLE, DO YOURSELF A FAVOUR AND BECOME

"POLITICALLY CORRECT" AND CONSIDER YOUR OWN WELFARE "POLITICALLY CORRECT" AND CONSIDER YOUR OWN WELFARE "POLITICALLY CORRECT" AND CONSIDER YOUR OWN WELFARE "POLITICALLY CORRECT" AND CONSIDER YOUR OWN WELFARE FIRSTFIRSTFIRSTFIRST

BEFORE PARTING WITH YOUR HARD-EARNED CASH FOR THE BENEFIT OFBEFORE PARTING WITH YOUR HARD-EARNED CASH FOR THE BENEFIT OFBEFORE PARTING WITH YOUR HARD-EARNED CASH FOR THE BENEFIT OFBEFORE PARTING WITH YOUR HARD-EARNED CASH FOR THE BENEFIT OF

SOMEONE ELSE!!SOMEONE ELSE!!SOMEONE ELSE!!SOMEONE ELSE!! There is no doubt in our minds you can find ways of

spending your money wiser!
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MORE BLOOPERS EXAMINEDMORE BLOOPERS EXAMINEDMORE BLOOPERS EXAMINEDMORE BLOOPERS EXAMINED

The writings of ancient prophets have almost completely been stripped

of references in the Bible to REINCARNATION. Inferences still remaining

today are oversights by ancient tamperers of holy texts, but strong

prejudices against the idea of reincarnation prevent the modern interpreter

of the Bible from discovering them. Why, do you think, was "reincarnation"

removed from it and by whom? Well, only the religious aristocracy of the day

controlled prophetic texts and was educated enough in reading and writing

to accomplish the feat of tampering with these holy scripts effectively and

all this without being discovered for what they were doing. For what reason

were the words of the Masters altered? GIVE THE PEOPLE TRUTH, AND YOU

GIVE THEM POWER! BUT TELL THEM LIES INSTEAD, AND ONLY THEN CAN

YOU CONTROL THEM AND MAKE THEM DO YOUR OWN BIDDING!

Authorities in control of the Dead Sea Scrolls today will not allow the

release of all of their translations. Why not? COULD IT BE, THAT THESE

SCROLLS CONTAIN UNAMBIGUOUS REFERENCES TO REINCARNATION,

WHICH, IF RELEASED TO THE PUBLIC, WOULD UPEND THE ENTIRE SYSTEM OF

RELIGIOSITY IN THE WESTERN WORLD? We certainly believe so. The doctrine

of eternal damnation would come crashing down like a building without

foundation. And who would dare to incur the wrath of the entire religious

industry? Obviously not the people in control of the Scrolls! Yet little do they

know, that BY WITHHOLDING THE TRUTH FROM THE PEOPLE THEY BRING

UPON THEMSELVES A KARMIC BACKLASH OF UNIMAGINABLE PROPORTIONS,

FROM WHICH IT MAY TAKE THEM MANY LIFESTREAMS TO RECOVER! THE THE THE THE

TRUTH IS OUT THERE FOR TO BE SPOKEN AND NOT TO BE CONCEALED INTRUTH IS OUT THERE FOR TO BE SPOKEN AND NOT TO BE CONCEALED INTRUTH IS OUT THERE FOR TO BE SPOKEN AND NOT TO BE CONCEALED INTRUTH IS OUT THERE FOR TO BE SPOKEN AND NOT TO BE CONCEALED IN

OBSCURITY! HOW ELSE CAN HUMANITY AT LARGE RID ITSELF OF ITSOBSCURITY! HOW ELSE CAN HUMANITY AT LARGE RID ITSELF OF ITSOBSCURITY! HOW ELSE CAN HUMANITY AT LARGE RID ITSELF OF ITSOBSCURITY! HOW ELSE CAN HUMANITY AT LARGE RID ITSELF OF ITS

WOES?WOES?WOES?WOES? We wish the custodians of the scrolls to answer us that one!

At this point we will burden the reader with only one more prominent

blooper, and then leave well alone our detailed examination of further

Christian falsehoods. JMMANUEL was indeed a "CHRISTED ONE," and for the

good of our souls SO OUGHT WE TO BECOME CHRISTED!! The title of being

"christed" is no more than a state-of-mind of being "enlightened" and
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"immersed" in the knowledge of universal laws and of the wisdom of the

ancients. Jesus Christ (whoever gave him that name, is irrelevant) had access

to wisdom, which made him a christed person, AND WHOEVER ELSE

BECOMES IMBUED WITH HEAVENLY WISDOM OF THE ANCIENTS BECOMES A

"CHRIST" (OR A CHRISTED PERSON, IF YOU WISH)! The christhood of our

souls we all owe to ourselves, for without that hallmark of character we will

never become reunited with the Brother- and Sisterhoods of Light. And who

are they? We have mentioned before, they are those, who have gone they are those, who have gone they are those, who have gone they are those, who have gone

before us, our noble forefathers, who have passed all tests of worthybefore us, our noble forefathers, who have passed all tests of worthybefore us, our noble forefathers, who have passed all tests of worthybefore us, our noble forefathers, who have passed all tests of worthy

conduct in the realms of third-dimensional incarnations, and to whomconduct in the realms of third-dimensional incarnations, and to whomconduct in the realms of third-dimensional incarnations, and to whomconduct in the realms of third-dimensional incarnations, and to whom

we can always look up to for guidance without being led astray by theirwe can always look up to for guidance without being led astray by theirwe can always look up to for guidance without being led astray by theirwe can always look up to for guidance without being led astray by their

example or teaching!example or teaching!example or teaching!example or teaching!

For religious leaders to pronounce Christhood on one man only, and then

state that only he and none else can become perfected, denies indeed the

right to godhood to anyone else who has ever achieved that status or ever

will in times to come. Of course, these deniers have the right to become

tripped up by their own lies while the rest of us will strive for and attain

godhood in love, light and perfection, as we see it in him whom we know of

by the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, Lord SANANDA ESU JMMANUEL of

today!

And who was his father? The Christian world says "God!" Nonsense.

Others say "The Holy Ghost." More nonsense! A ghost has no ability to

impregnate, only beings with physicalness can do that. Many say "His was a

miraculous conception." In the Universe, of which this planet is a part of,

there are no "miracles", there are only laws of nature or of physics properly

applied to produce predictable results. Why is it so difficult to believe, that

his father was none else of lesser status than the archangel Gabriel, who

was working with Mary at that time to prepare her for his son? Lord Gabriel

most certainly possessed all attributes of physicalness required for a

successful impregnation of Mary! PEOPLE, THERE IS NO MORE EFFECTIVE

WAY TO PRODUCE OFFSPRING OF ONE'S OWN GENETIC PURITY THAN TO

PERMIT THE BIRTH OF A CHILD UNDER CIRCUMSTANCES AS THOSE OF JESUS

CHRIST's!
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What made him special was not so much the unique circumstances of his

conception or birth as much as his calling as messenger of the true gods messenger of the true gods messenger of the true gods messenger of the true gods

and goddesses of this Universe.and goddesses of this Universe.and goddesses of this Universe.and goddesses of this Universe. He faithfully passed on instructions he

received, and thus began to teach the people the Laws of the Universe,

which teachings eventually caused him to fall out of favour with rulers of the

religious establishment! The end result of his mission is too well known to

even mention. Now, because the circumstances around his birth were

somewhat outside of the norm for childbirth, man began to mystify this

occasion and create the notion, that "God" was his father. The natural

consequence, of course, became the deification of "the Son" with all its

abominations of person worship. To Jesus Christ the outgrowth of this

misconception became the ultimate personal humiliation and detriment to

his mission and work, for no man with "love for truth" in his heart would

frolic at the idea of becoming centre-stage "God" player in the hearts of

men and women who need to grow in understanding in order to see them

linked back into communion with the rest of creation.

JESUS CHRIST TAKES NO PLEASURE IN BEING THE OBJECT OF WORSHIP OF

THE PEOPLE! WE ARE TO WORSHIP NO ONE NOR ANYTHING, FOR WE

OURSELVES CONTAIN THE SEEDS OF THAT ESSENCE, WHICH WE MISTAKENLY

SO ARE AT TIMES INCLINED TO WORSHIP!

C H A P T E R   T W OC H A P T E R   T W OC H A P T E R   T W OC H A P T E R   T W O

THE GODS ARE ALIVE AND WELL!THE GODS ARE ALIVE AND WELL!THE GODS ARE ALIVE AND WELL!THE GODS ARE ALIVE AND WELL!

OUR BEST FRIENDS AND RELATIVES REDISCOVERED AT LAST!OUR BEST FRIENDS AND RELATIVES REDISCOVERED AT LAST!OUR BEST FRIENDS AND RELATIVES REDISCOVERED AT LAST!OUR BEST FRIENDS AND RELATIVES REDISCOVERED AT LAST!

We have already alluded to "God" meaning the life-giving essence of

creation in its totality. To attribute then to God the individuality as that of a

singular person is a widespread misconception indeed. If from that

viewpoint we were asked to explain what He looks like, we'd really run into

difficulties, as we would then have to explain how He can be present

everywhere and not also have a singular body as large as the Universe. How
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we then upon our "resurrection" could actually "see" God as a reward

promised unto the "saints," on the assumption that He is so large in size,

stretches the imagination beyond its capacity of reasoning. So let's forget

about a singular God presiding over "all that is" unless we speak of the unless we speak of the unless we speak of the unless we speak of the

spirit of ONENESS OF ALL GODS AND GODDESSES EVERYWHERE presidingspirit of ONENESS OF ALL GODS AND GODDESSES EVERYWHERE presidingspirit of ONENESS OF ALL GODS AND GODDESSES EVERYWHERE presidingspirit of ONENESS OF ALL GODS AND GODDESSES EVERYWHERE presiding

in unity over the totality of what we call creation!in unity over the totality of what we call creation!in unity over the totality of what we call creation!in unity over the totality of what we call creation!

It is high time indeed for a rediscovery of our best friends and relatives

up in the sky above the continents of this planet. For millennia they have

stationed their beautiful motherships there as a constant reminder of their

presence and readiness to guide the developing human race towards

reintegration with their own kindly spirits (essences). At times they go on

special missions with their dingers (shuttle craft) down to the surface for

contact with certain individuals or are on scientific excursions of data

collecting, and so on those occasions their craft are often seen and

photographed by many witnesses. They are silvery, circular domed vehicles

with amazing flight agilities and great elusiveness, others are cigar-shaped

and possess similar agility and speed. There are many stationary craft in the

cosmos as large as the American continent - big cities in the "sky." Some of

the smaller dingers are surrounded by auras visible to the human eye,

reminding us of their extraterrestrial origin. But that does not mean they are

"alien." They do not try to instil fear in anybody, although that often occurs,

because people have not been briefed sufficiently to realize, that they are

friendly and have nothing to fear from these extraterrestrial visitors to Earth.

If the people only knew that many of these visitors are benevolent relatives

of past incarnations, which they at that time knew personally, they would

surely change their attitude toward them and welcome them instead of

being afraid. The only "aliens" upon this planet are those who mean to do

the extraterrestrials harm, i.e. our governments and the military, who have

set up telescopes equipped with laser guns to shoot their craft down in

flight in order to reverse engineer their technology. Also many satellites sent

into space as "military cargo" is nothing more than weaponry to do them

and us harm. Of course this information is carefully being kept away from

the people as they classify such endeavours "Top Secret."

The fact that some visitors from other worlds look differently from us
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does not mean they are hostile toward us. It also does not mean that they

do not belong to the Brotherhoods of Light or operate outside of universal

laws as we know them. We believe their mission is widely misunderstood

when we hear of abductions for the purpose of offspring creation with their

own kind. These visitors may be much smaller than you or I. They have

disproportionately large heads and eyes compared to the rest of their

bodies. But when they had for eons applied no wisdom by overemphasizing

the development of intellect at the expense of emotions, their physical

bodies altered from this kind of neglect. Someone we know personally was

permitted on one occasion to come on board in order to view what they

were doing firsthand. For the benefit of our readers, here is that person's

report:

"Today is March 21, 1994. Firstly, when entities come to collect humans,

they don't "drag" them anywhere. On the contrary - where mankind came up

with that supposition - it is ridiculous as well as ludicrous. Entities with this

kind of mind power simply levitate, and they use four, five, six, anywhere

from five to seven small entities for that. They surround the person on both

sides and at the end of the human, and they just walk them into the ship.

There's nothing mysterious at all about it. There is no dragging.

Once they are in there, they are placed temporarily on a pallet (stretcher).

Then they are moved the same way -  by levitation - into a chamber which

is laid up against a wall and doors which look much like glass, but they are

of...  I don't know what they are made of, I never asked. They close, and the

human individual is left in... it's like a compression chamber, with the

oxygen to match what the human likes, what's necessary. Because, as I say,

the atmospheric conditions aren't good otherwise, and the human would get

very sick or may even incur brain damage.

Concerning the horrors that are spoken about, and one I saw very clearly,

with these entities not having emotions: They also have a section, where -

they don't section their ship off as we would into different sections of

laboratories - rather they intermingle everything they do all over the ship.

Whereas the result is, where you have some entities working with fear,

others with horror, others with joy, others with love. And instead of getting
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a foretaste of a little bit of emotion to balance it, each one concentrates on

a certain emotion. Therefore you hear screaming, you hear laughing and the

whole thing is a menagerie and very frightening to the human individual.

These entities have very high pitched voices, which does not help. So there

is the terror that they perceive.

As for the operation of extracting egg and semen: a long tube is run

down and for the most part, the human patient is basically put out. They

don't feel or hear anything. A long tube is inserted to the bottom of the

throat. From there a little tube is going down just maybe two or three

inches. From there is a laser beam light, which cuts away anything

necessary. The reason for the little tube is, after the laser beam is cut, there

is suction, which takes up either the ovary or the sperm, whichever is

needed. While the tube is down, there is a big kind of arc that comes down

and covers the whole face. None of this is horrifying, because, as I

perceived, the individual is not awake.

Again the terror comes when it is explained to the individual human what

has occurred for their own right of knowledge, which the entities grant

them. So they have the right to know what is going on and occurring. When

the female - and sometimes the male - perceive that an entity being born,

which is half their child, is being left there, they become very terrified. They

don't understand the concept of it being an entity, but still hold to it as

being their child, and they should take it with them. They don't really

understand the scope of what they're asking. The embryos, which are kept

in fertilization, which some are growing anywhere from three to five

months, are also in a chamber. And they are surrounded by a jelly-type

liquid. And outside of that is air, air which is holding them suspended in this

jelly-type liquid....

For the most part, in conclusion, these entities are not dangerous at all.

Their methods are somewhat a little incongruous, but they try to keep the

human as comfortable as possible. And it is the emotions of the humans,

which brings the terror. There is not pain. That's completed."

Fundamentally speaking, humans have nothing to fear from
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extraterrestrial visitors. We would see much more such "traffic" upon this

plane if it were not for the hostile attitude from our authorities who are

continually displaying ill intent toward them.

Extraterrestrial spacecraft visitations occur from planetary systems within

this Milky Way and other galaxies. Even our own solar system contains

planets inhabited by people having mastered intergalactic travel, for they

are permitted to do so because of their compliance to basic rules of conduct

prevailing in the Universe (universal laws). Of course, they also at times stop

over here on certain missions, and are as much involved in overseeing

Earth's transition into the new era than those from Pleiades or the

Andromeda Sector. Many societies from our own solar system are

genetically deeply related to a variety of human races we find living on

Earth.

Also many of our nobler forefathers, who, shall we say, have "graduated"

from Earth after having learned most of their life lessons, we find now

incarnated as either staff members or commanders of the millions of

intergalactic stationary craft high above Earth's atmosphere. They have

chosen incarnations of this more "elevated" kind, for it is their desire to help

humanity at its crossroads, or equinoxal time slot, which in the end involves

global evacuation, reassignment of people for reintegration into other

planets and other tasks. The leadership for these many commanders, of

course, is provided by the Masters, who are overseeing the entire operation

of Earth's reclamation and preparation for a more glorious manifestation of

humanity upon this plane. These Masters in turn cooperate fully with all

intergalactic councils presided over by archangels, like Gabriel, Raphael,

Michael, Orisis and others.

So we see, that whatever happens to planet Earth and its people is

carefully supervised by friendly forces higher than our own or more powerful

than any military might, for that matter. The motivation for all they do is

LOVE FOR THIS PLANET AND ITS PEOPLE, although that love will not exclude

the element of justice as a karmic response, backlashing upon the heads of

the wicked.
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COMMUNICATION MYSTERIES EXPLAINEDCOMMUNICATION MYSTERIES EXPLAINEDCOMMUNICATION MYSTERIES EXPLAINEDCOMMUNICATION MYSTERIES EXPLAINED

Much confusion exists around the tremendous efficiency, with  which

highly evolved entities communicate among themselves or with individuals

on Earth, for instance. We must understand here, that at that level of

evolvement telepathic abilities are honed to perfection and negate the need

for "...making a trip to see Commander X in person and tell him, that we of

the Polaris craft have just begun to notice the beginning of a slight wobble

of planet Earth's spin axis on our computer screens." Even a rediscovery of

man's telepathic abilities reveal, that distance is inconsequential when

speaking of telepathic communication. For example, on one occasion we

registered a message from a commander on a journey from as far as 500

billion light years away. (By the way, it took him only about four Earth hours

to return back to his location in the sky, but he admitted, the trip was

somewhat of a "strain on the engines.") You see, distance just does not

matter. This is not to say, that telepathy is the only way, whereby they

communicate words or thoughts. At times pre-recorded messages are being

sent via equipment on ships, which tie in to telepathic frequencies. Many

transmissions from ships can be detected by military monitoring devices,

but never be deciphered.

In the wonderful world of telepathy one cannot only transmit strings of

words in any language, but also anyone's thoughts and ideas, as well as

picture images. To benefit from these methods of communication one has

only to apply himself, for these skills can be learned and perfected just like

any other skill. The fact that, generally speaking, humankind is quite

unaware of these possibilities, does not preclude the fact that this form of

communication is preferred by higher evolved entities. It probably is a far

more efficient way of thought conveyance. We know true prophets of old as

well as today have received their information from the gods by virtue of

their abilities to communicate telepathically, and here speaking of gods we

make no difference between commanders of intergalactic beam ships or the

Masters, for both will speak the truth with ultimate passion as from an

exalted being.
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At this point we feel to issue a warning: Evolvement alone is no

guarantee for receiving truthful information telepathically via the gift of true

prophethood. In cases where out of neglect the screening process between

essences of light vs. those of darkness is not maintained, then the

possibility of deception becomes real, and this has nothing to do with

sincerity. Even the finest of prophets can become sincerely deceived on a

temporary basis. The difference here lies in what will the channel (or

prophet/prophetess) do once the fraud has been discovered. A true

messenger of truth will come into the light and clean house, and erect new

standards for screening communicating consciousnesses in order to tighten

security. It must be understood here, that for every light there also exists

the equal and opposite element of darkness. It is for that selfsame reason

that the gifts of true prophethood can also be used to the same

effectiveness in the realm of darkness.

DIMENSIONS, PLANES, HEAVENS, HELLS - DIMENSIONS, PLANES, HEAVENS, HELLS - DIMENSIONS, PLANES, HEAVENS, HELLS - DIMENSIONS, PLANES, HEAVENS, HELLS - quite comprehensible!quite comprehensible!quite comprehensible!quite comprehensible!

Understanding planes of existence, also called "dimensions" or "heavens,"

really does not have to be all that difficult after all. Once we have grasped

the reality of duality duality duality duality (light and darkness - spiritually speaking) cutting right

through the middle of planes from the 4th dimension upward, then

understanding "dimensions" does definitely not have to tax our

comprehension to the limit! In third dimensional existences and downward

the forces of light and darkness collide (intermingle) for the purpose of

testing soul entities residing in them.

In trying to understand dimensions (heavens or planes of existence) the

mental stumbling block here lies in a misinterpretation of the word

"dimension," where people connect the "first" dimension with a line, two

dimensions with an area and a three dimensional object with volume,

containing area and depth respectively. A mind with this kind of

understanding of what "dimensions" are, will indeed have difficulties

comprehending when we speak of 4th, 5th (or higher) dimensional realities

or planes of existence. All planes of existences are made up of "volume," if
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you will. The difference between a third dimensional object or an object

from the 5th dimension is not shape, but frequencyfrequencyfrequencyfrequency of its molecular

structure. Matter vibrating at a higher internal frequency will be invisible to

our eyes and therefore undetectable, for it radiates light at a frequency

outside that of our eyes' range for detection. At that point both objects can

easily pass through each other without colliding. Scientists will verify, that at

the atomic level of molecule identification there is nothing but a huge

amount of empty space, where nothing can collide. Remember what

happened during the Philadelphia Experiment after the second world war?

Control of the project was taken away from Tesla, and then the disaster

happened.

So when we say, that we telepathically communicate with "entities"

(people) from the 4th, 5th or 8th dimension, we mean to say we are

speaking with people who look like us, are clothed like us (or better), speak

like us, are intelligent like us (or more so) and feel emotion and passion as

we do. Their societies are divided into male and female entities as ourselves,

and they also raise children like we do (more conscientiously, though). Many

of them are Avatars who can lower their molecular vibrational frequency to

where they can "materialize" before our eyes, however in that state of being

they are just as vulnerable to become hurt or injured as we are.

Now, where then does the duality aspect for dimensional planes from the

4th level and upward fit in? IT MANIFESTS ITSELF IN REGIONAL SEPARATION

AS OPPOSED TO INTERMINGLING OF FORCES OF LIGHT AND DARKNESS!

Planet Earth, seeing it resides in a "third" dimensional environment, houses

representatives of both, the forces of Darkness as well as Light. If it were

not so, we as individuals could really not be tested as to our loyalty toward

the forces of Light. "Down" here it is a duty we owe to ourselves not to be

overpowered by "evil" lest we manufacture a karmic backlash, from which it

is hard to recover.

WE MUST LEARN OUR LESSONS WHILE IN THIS THIRD DIMENSIONAL

INCARNATION, AND PROVE OURSELVES LOYAL TO THE LIGHT IN ORDER TO

QUALIFY FOR LIFE EXPERIENCES OF HIGHER DIMENSIONAL MAKE-UP, WHERE

THERE WILL BE NO IRRITATION FROM FORCES OF DARKNESS TRYING TO TRIP
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US UP ALONG THE WAY!

Is it not the intent of the Bible to tell us, that "heaven" is a place where

there will be no temptation? There we have our answer! In higher

dimensions the forces of darkness have effectively been banished to remain

isolated in their own regions of misery. This is what the "duality of

dimensions" is all about. The division and separation of light and darknessThe division and separation of light and darknessThe division and separation of light and darknessThe division and separation of light and darkness

is a reality without which the universe would not be complete!is a reality without which the universe would not be complete!is a reality without which the universe would not be complete!is a reality without which the universe would not be complete!

One more reality should be mentioned before we move on: Our own

consciousness has its own duality in the opposite to the reality we are

functioning in at this time. If we have consciously elected to conduct our life

in the realm of lighted essence and in harmony with universal law, then we

literally surround ourselves with an impenetrable protective barrier from the

other side of our own conscious ability: the dark side of ourselves. The mere

fact that within our own conscious ability resides manifestation in the

darkened realm should we elect to express ourselves in it, is proof of our

own other "self" duality. Expression in it is misery while expression in the

lighted realm is peace of mind where external circumstances we then create

to make joy possible. The choice is ours to express ourselves in whatever

essence we wish, and as we elect to conduct ourselves in the lighted

essence, we banish our "other dark side" into the abyss where it belongs.

C H A P T E R   T H R E EC H A P T E R   T H R E EC H A P T E R   T H R E EC H A P T E R   T H R E E

EARTH'S RECLAMATION - THE GREATER PURPOSE LITTLE UNDERSTOOD!EARTH'S RECLAMATION - THE GREATER PURPOSE LITTLE UNDERSTOOD!EARTH'S RECLAMATION - THE GREATER PURPOSE LITTLE UNDERSTOOD!EARTH'S RECLAMATION - THE GREATER PURPOSE LITTLE UNDERSTOOD!

DEJA VU - HOUSE CLEANING ALL OVER AGAIN!DEJA VU - HOUSE CLEANING ALL OVER AGAIN!DEJA VU - HOUSE CLEANING ALL OVER AGAIN!DEJA VU - HOUSE CLEANING ALL OVER AGAIN!

At this critical time in the history of Earth a "changing of the guards"

must take place, where the "old guard," who have sadly failed in their duties

as custodians of the nations, will be replaced by a new set of guardians. And

as much as the former engaged themselves in perpetual creation of havoc
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among the people, so will the latter, the "new guard," busy themselves in

bringing peace and order, knowledge and joy to the people. And let us not

think for a moment these "new guardians" are intruders with no "property

rights" to this planet! On the contrary! Eons ago the Brotherhoods of Light

shared Earth with many intergalactic societies under the guidelines of

universal rules of ethical conduct, until ruthless overlords forced their way in

to drive into oblivion the forces of Light. The confrontation then was lost to

energies of brutality, and their reign was one with much impunity over the

people in general, as well as over many "Ambassadors of Light," who

volunteered to incarnate among them for the purpose of bringing

knowledge to people. And so in the course of time many of these

enlightened ones lost their lives at the hand of the undisputed overlords,

who would kill for the protection of their power. And thus we have seen the

true godhood of our brothers ground into the dust at the feet of despotic

overlords protecting their stranglehold over the nations.

And how does the Brotherhood of Light expect to win out on the issue of

ultimate control of this planet, seeing that reclamation efforts of the past

saw many of their kind fall victim to debauchery and murder? DISPENSATION

OF TRUTH WILL RULE THE INFORMATION PIPELINE TO THE PEOPLE! THE

PEOPLE WILL AT LAST BECOME ENLIGHTENED AGAIN AND BE SHOWN THE

WAY OF "ESCAPE" FROM THE CLUTCHES OF A CRUEL SYSTEM, WHICH THE

RULERS OF THIS WORLD HAD SET UP SO LONG AGO! CHRISTED ONES WILL

RISE TO THE TOP OF WORLD POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC AFFAIRS AND WILL

SET UP AN ECONOMIC METHODOLOGY, WHICH WILL NEGATE THE NEED FOR

AUSPICES OF MONEY CURRENTLY IN USE. ACCESS TO BASIC NECESSITIES OF

LIFE WILL BE DENIED TO NO ONE, AND THE MOTIVATING FACTORS FOR

CRIMINAL ACTIVITY BECOME EFFECTIVELY REMOVED.

WHEN IN THE END THE TIME WILL COME FOR THE PEOPLE TO ESCAPE

MASSIVE GLOBAL UPHEAVALS SIGNIFYING THE END OF THIS WORLD IN THE

PHYSICAL, THEN THE "CHAFF" WILL BE SEPARATED FROM THE "WHEAT" AND

A GLOBAL EVACUATION OF CHRISTED PEOPLE WILL BE CONDUCTED BY OUR

EXTRATERRESTRIAL FRIENDS IN ORDER TO SPARE THEM THE TRAUMA OF

BEING VIOLENTLY SWEPT AWAY INTO THE DEVA CHAN ALONGSIDE WITH

THE WICKED. REMEMBER, THE RIGHTFUL OWNERS WILL MERELY TAKE REMEMBER, THE RIGHTFUL OWNERS WILL MERELY TAKE REMEMBER, THE RIGHTFUL OWNERS WILL MERELY TAKE REMEMBER, THE RIGHTFUL OWNERS WILL MERELY TAKE
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BACK WHAT HAS ALWAYS BEEN THEIRS, AND THUS THE ERA OFBACK WHAT HAS ALWAYS BEEN THEIRS, AND THUS THE ERA OFBACK WHAT HAS ALWAYS BEEN THEIRS, AND THUS THE ERA OFBACK WHAT HAS ALWAYS BEEN THEIRS, AND THUS THE ERA OF

UNRIGHTEOUS CONTROL OVER A STOLEN PLANET WILL END!UNRIGHTEOUS CONTROL OVER A STOLEN PLANET WILL END!UNRIGHTEOUS CONTROL OVER A STOLEN PLANET WILL END!UNRIGHTEOUS CONTROL OVER A STOLEN PLANET WILL END!

RECLAMATION CONFIRMED BY THE MASTERSRECLAMATION CONFIRMED BY THE MASTERSRECLAMATION CONFIRMED BY THE MASTERSRECLAMATION CONFIRMED BY THE MASTERS

Not often do we share with others from the arsenal of personal messages

from the Masters, but on the issue of their intent on reclaiming this planet,

we shall make an exception. On August 3, 1994 Lord St. Germain and

Hatonn gave us these words to reflect upon:

"Proceeding. We congratulate you and yours, Reni, for the steady

proclamation of truthe as it unfolds before your eyes. Before you both tuck

in for the night, we only wish to allude to the fact, that bothe your services

are indicative to the most radical thought of cause of we, your brethren.

Adieu and do not be of the near time persuaded off our designated course

of objectives. THIS WILL BE THE LAST TIME THIS PLANET OF YOURS WILLTHIS WILL BE THE LAST TIME THIS PLANET OF YOURS WILLTHIS WILL BE THE LAST TIME THIS PLANET OF YOURS WILLTHIS WILL BE THE LAST TIME THIS PLANET OF YOURS WILL

BE BROUGHT INTO NEUTRAL STATE OF BEING, PROTECTED FURTHER BYBE BROUGHT INTO NEUTRAL STATE OF BEING, PROTECTED FURTHER BYBE BROUGHT INTO NEUTRAL STATE OF BEING, PROTECTED FURTHER BYBE BROUGHT INTO NEUTRAL STATE OF BEING, PROTECTED FURTHER BY

THE SOOTHSAYERS WITHIN THE FIRMAMENT OF SACRED TRUSTE.THE SOOTHSAYERS WITHIN THE FIRMAMENT OF SACRED TRUSTE.THE SOOTHSAYERS WITHIN THE FIRMAMENT OF SACRED TRUSTE.THE SOOTHSAYERS WITHIN THE FIRMAMENT OF SACRED TRUSTE. Sleep

well. Conclusion ended as thusly. Lord GERMAIN and HATONN, exclusively

at the helm."

And on Sunday, September 15, 1996, the archangel Gabriel alluded to

the fact, that this planet at one time had seen peoples functioning under

"universal laws," the laws of which are now to be "reinstated." Following is a

partial quotation of his words:

"...THIS (the power vested in the messenger of light) IS SIMPLY FOR THE

RE-ENFORCEMENT AND REINSTATEMENT OF UNIVERSAL LAWS, RE-ENFORCEMENT AND REINSTATEMENT OF UNIVERSAL LAWS, RE-ENFORCEMENT AND REINSTATEMENT OF UNIVERSAL LAWS, RE-ENFORCEMENT AND REINSTATEMENT OF UNIVERSAL LAWS, WHICH ARE

APPLICABLE TO THOSE AND ONLY THOSE WHO WORK WITH DECISIVENESS,

COHERENCE AND APTITUDE, NOT TO MENTION OTHER VERACITIES

(credentials) OF THE STATURE OF THE HOLY ONES! ......THIS SOON WILL BE

FINISHED AND THAT TIME WILL BE COLLAPSED AND NO MORE WILL REIGNNO MORE WILL REIGNNO MORE WILL REIGNNO MORE WILL REIGN

THE DISPLEASURE OF THE GODS UPON THIS EARTHEN PLANE!"THE DISPLEASURE OF THE GODS UPON THIS EARTHEN PLANE!"THE DISPLEASURE OF THE GODS UPON THIS EARTHEN PLANE!"THE DISPLEASURE OF THE GODS UPON THIS EARTHEN PLANE!"

The event of "house cleaning" does not have to frighten anyone, for as
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long as people correct their priorities so as to firstly become informedfirstly become informedfirstly become informedfirstly become informed and

secondly not permit their hearts to remain attached to greed.secondly not permit their hearts to remain attached to greed.secondly not permit their hearts to remain attached to greed.secondly not permit their hearts to remain attached to greed. WE

COUNSEL EVERYONE TO NOT CAST BLAME UPON THE BROTHERHOOD FOR

GLOBAL DESTRUCTION OF THIS PLANET, FOR NOT ONLY ARE THE BROTHER

AND SISTERHOODS NOT DESERVING OF SUCH BLAME, BUT INDIVIDUALS

IMBUED WITH BITTER THOUGHTS OF ACCUSATIONS WILL DISQUALIFY

THEMSELVES FROM BECOMING BENEFICIARIES OF A HELPING HAND

EXTENDED TOWARD THEM AT THE MOST CRUCIAL OF TIMES! LET US NOT BE

TRAPPED BY OUR ATTITUDE WHICH SAYS "I LOVE MY ASSETS, MY

PROPERTIES AND MY WEALTH, AND YOU SAY, IT IS ALL GOING TO BE

WASHED AWAY IN AN INSTANT? I DON'T LIKE WHAT I HEAR AND THEREFORE

WILL NOT BELIEVE IT!" Mistaken logic to the extreme! If we look upon

evacuation as a means to escape the unavoidable, which is a happy event

one should look forward to, then we will have made great strides of actually

becoming participants in it.

C H A P T E R   F O U RC H A P T E R   F O U RC H A P T E R   F O U RC H A P T E R   F O U R

WORKING WITH THE BROTHERHOODS WORKING WITH THE BROTHERHOODS WORKING WITH THE BROTHERHOODS WORKING WITH THE BROTHERHOODS ISISISIS ABUNDANT JOY! ABUNDANT JOY! ABUNDANT JOY! ABUNDANT JOY!

THE SISTERHOOD OF LIGHT - AN EQUAL PARTNERTHE SISTERHOOD OF LIGHT - AN EQUAL PARTNERTHE SISTERHOOD OF LIGHT - AN EQUAL PARTNERTHE SISTERHOOD OF LIGHT - AN EQUAL PARTNER

And so finally this chapter leads us to the joy aspects of heeding counsel

given by the Brother- and Sisterhoods of Light. But before we will go into

the topic at hand, let me talk a little about the Sisterhoods.

The duality of the sexes is carried over into very high dimensional

realms. Only near the top do they merge, as far as we understand. So

whenever we speak of "the Brotherhood of Light," the Sisterhood belonging

to that "Brotherhood" is not excluded. See, when people inherit the higher

heavens (realms), the sexual identity of their choice will remain with them,

for even in higher dimensional incarnations procreation continues and
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families are raised. Such is considered a great responsibility and handled

with much dedication on the part of the parents.

However not all sisters belonging to the Brotherhoods busy themselves

with raising families on a home planet of their choice, but rather prefer to

assist their male counterparts as equal partners in raising civilizations of

lower order to higher spiritual understanding. So these beautiful female

entities then take to the ships just like their brothers do, and work with

them side by side on the multi-task operation in guiding entire planetary

civilizations like Earth's into new eras of higher thinking and reintegration

into the family of galactic societies. When consciousnesses of women on

Earth are raised to where direct communication becomes possible, we

usually find the sisters from the stars contacting the sisters from Earth. Such

however is not a hard and fast rule, but usually the case. And just like the

men have formed many councils upon which they serve for periods of time,

so have the women also done likewise. All this is done for the purpose

guiding in wisdom soul entities of lower planes into a higher order.

SOME REWARDS ARE INSTANTSOME REWARDS ARE INSTANTSOME REWARDS ARE INSTANTSOME REWARDS ARE INSTANT

Everything the Brotherhood of Light does is for the benefit of mankind as

a whole. So the message should finally sink in which says, that we havewe havewe havewe have

nothing to fear from them!nothing to fear from them!nothing to fear from them!nothing to fear from them! We are the beneficiaries of their dedicated work

and our friendship to them is their only reward. You see, they are very

emotional beings and the expression of feelings is very intense. When they

love, they love "hard" and when they despise, this writer would not want to

be the target of their disapproval.

So the moment one soul entity on Earth begins to "open up" to them,

because their message has reached that soul, and their words have been

accepted, that in itself is indeed a joyous event on their starships, and all of

our higher brethren and sisters participate in the joy of it. Such "recovery" of

"lost" souls is the most desirable reward to themselves, and for the

experience of such joy have they come here to serve so far away from their

home planets. Now, should the feeling of joy also not be "mutual"? Indeed it
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is. The soul which has at last "awakened" and has allowed some

subconscious remembering to occur of its own celestial roots, will also be

blessed with a feeling of much satisfaction of finally having "found its way

home", back into the company of its true friends and family. A deeply felt

joy will overcome that person, and a great desire or learning more about the

Brotherhoods of Light will dominate its actions.

This person will also feel, that its emotions of joy are not at all religiously

motivated and therefore bear no artificial flavour, but are in response to

having RECONNECTED WITH REALITY! Couple that feeling with a deep

knowing of not having to perish in events signifying the end of the world,

then a feeling of much gratitude will take hold and sweep it away to share it

with whoever it can. Instant reward, indeed.

REMEMBER, EVERY GOOD THING HAS A PRICE!REMEMBER, EVERY GOOD THING HAS A PRICE!REMEMBER, EVERY GOOD THING HAS A PRICE!REMEMBER, EVERY GOOD THING HAS A PRICE!

The Law of Balance dictates that in this world nothing is for free, not

even the blessings of association with the Brotherhoods of Light. It will cost

you no tithing contributions nor precious amounts of your time otherwise

spent in "fellowshipping" with the "saints," but possibly some trips to book

stores carrying material from the Brotherhood or perhaps a few phone calls

to friends, of whom you know of their interest in metaphysical material,

although that particular terminology cannot adequately describe universal

understanding.  Whatever it may take to become more informed, is a small

price to pay, we think.

You will become somewhat selective in the choice of your friends, for

much conduct of people around you will become irritating, and you will wish

mostly to be away from most of them. A feeling of living somewhat "aloof"

from the idiosyncrasies of this world will sweep your soul into a sense of

"resting from the nonsense," and you will shake your head at much of what

is happening around you.

By that time you will have begun to consider it a small thing, when

people around you begin to think you are "weird." It is okay to be different,
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as long as we are not stupid. And so true intelligence will shine out of your

life and begin to illuminate with its light the dark deeds of ignorance around

you. Never mind that kind of opposition, for wherever the light shines

brightest, the dark energies will concoct equal efforts of snuffing out the

light which is in you. This however they can do only if you permit them to

do so. Do not rebel when this yin-yang effect hits you hardest, for it should

merely be a reminder to you, that you are "on the right path."

YOUR LOYALTY BUILDS YOUR "BANK ACCOUNT"YOUR LOYALTY BUILDS YOUR "BANK ACCOUNT"YOUR LOYALTY BUILDS YOUR "BANK ACCOUNT"YOUR LOYALTY BUILDS YOUR "BANK ACCOUNT"

No, we do not speak of money here, but of a credit of true value at the

end of this, your incarnational experience. The loyalty we speak of here is

that of "being good to yourself" by being faithful to principles and laws of

the universe and its absolute justice. Loyalty to the Brotherhoods of Light

will give you the determination to conduct yourself in compliance with all

universal laws. This is something you owe to yourself, and such faithfulness

will give you the "ticket" for boarding the star ships when the time comes.

You will also feel the consolation of belonging to true friends, when your

"time is up," for you have learned all your lessons well. Which man is not

filled with joy, when he sees retirement age come around, and after having

been faithful to his employer, still finds his financial reserves large enough

to see him through comfortably for another fifty years? Remember, the

purpose of life is the feeling of joy.

C H A P T E R   F I V EC H A P T E R   F I V EC H A P T E R   F I V EC H A P T E R   F I V E

LET'S SEE, WHERE DO LET'S SEE, WHERE DO LET'S SEE, WHERE DO LET'S SEE, WHERE DO WEWEWEWE FIT IN? FIT IN? FIT IN? FIT IN?

OUR KINSHIP WITH EXTRATERRESTRIALS EXAMINEDOUR KINSHIP WITH EXTRATERRESTRIALS EXAMINEDOUR KINSHIP WITH EXTRATERRESTRIALS EXAMINEDOUR KINSHIP WITH EXTRATERRESTRIALS EXAMINED

In actuality everyone belonging to the human race is an extraterrestrial.

The reason why we don't consider us as such is because we have lost the

ability freely travel through the cosmos. Our own messing around with
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darkness (wickedness) has caused the Brotherhoods of Light to place us

under "house arrest," so to speak, and so they confined man's

manifestations of wickedness to Earth itself. As far as they are concerned we

are quarantined and denied the freedom to freely interact with other

societies in the cosmos by means of space travel, lest others elsewhere

become infected by our own diseased conditions. It is indeed better to keep

the cancers of our own corruption at home than to see it spread throughout

other galactic systems.

However, regardless of how far we have fallen, WE ARE GENETICALLY

OUR SPACE BROTHERS' AND SISTERS' RELATIVES, FOR THEY ONCE WERE

WHERE WE ARE NOW, AND WELL DO THEY KNOW, THAT THEY CANNOT

PROGRESS BEYOND THEIR PRESENT LEVEL OF ACHIEVEMENTS, UNLESS THEY

PULL US WITH THEM! So if we wish to see them move on to bigger and

higher missions, then let them become successful in their dealings with us!

There is indeed no more effective way of helping ourselves, than to let them

help us, whether assistance is administered by means of their published

telepathic messages teaching us the secrets of the Universe, or whether we

allow them to succeed in evacuating us off this planet into their ships before

the tidal waves will sweep us all way, it matters not, WE WILL BE THE ONES

TO PROFIT BY THEIR READINESS TO COME TO OUR ASSISTANCE! Are their

actions then driven by selfish motives? No, they are dictated by LOVE and a

desire to see us far removed from depths of misery.

WE HAVE A JOB TO DO!WE HAVE A JOB TO DO!WE HAVE A JOB TO DO!WE HAVE A JOB TO DO!

First let us become informed. KNOWLEDGE IS POWER! As mentioned

before, let us seek out the finest productions of literary art written by the

Brotherhoods of Light, our most noble extraterrestrial friends, and let us

learn from their wisdom and insights into ALL THAT IS. Here we can learn of

matters beyond and within Earth realms. Over one hundred volumes of

information have been produced through a different source, all downloaded

from the commanders and Masters stationed on their magnificent ships. All

this material has been put into print and is readily available for us to

acquire. As we do this, we will cleanse ourselves from encumbrances of
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many preconceived false notions, and trading them in for plain truth should

not be difficult, provided we will not let ego stand in the way.

To leaders of religious denominations we can only recommend to not let

considerations of certain income losses or feelings of public embarrassment

dictate their decision of whether or not to accept the Masters' counsel, for if

they do, they will surely miss their (flying) "boat" into the skies when this

Earth's crust will break up into red streams of flowing lava, and they "wished

to God" they had dismissed the anti-gravity notion of floating into the

"clouds."  We still think a more solid space craft is better equipped to handle

needs for anti-gravity  movement. Time is indeed short to become educated

on these matters, for the event of global crustal break-up will occur only a

few years hence, and may not fail to occur within the anticipated lifetime of

many walking this planet today.

Let us also not fall into the trap of "fighting back" the forces of

corruption, for they are so solidly entrenched in governing society, that

feeble pockets of resistance will be quickly extinguished by the power of

their military and police might. We do not need any more martyrs of thisWe do not need any more martyrs of thisWe do not need any more martyrs of thisWe do not need any more martyrs of this

world's iniquitous ruling powers! We need our people alive in order to beworld's iniquitous ruling powers! We need our people alive in order to beworld's iniquitous ruling powers! We need our people alive in order to beworld's iniquitous ruling powers! We need our people alive in order to be

able to rescue them! Corpses will not be evacuated into the ships,able to rescue them! Corpses will not be evacuated into the ships,able to rescue them! Corpses will not be evacuated into the ships,able to rescue them! Corpses will not be evacuated into the ships,

therefore do not present a target for the enemy to destroy! therefore do not present a target for the enemy to destroy! therefore do not present a target for the enemy to destroy! therefore do not present a target for the enemy to destroy! BecomeBecomeBecomeBecome

invisibleinvisibleinvisibleinvisible and get ready to leave this planet! Do not fight anybody's war or and get ready to leave this planet! Do not fight anybody's war or and get ready to leave this planet! Do not fight anybody's war or and get ready to leave this planet! Do not fight anybody's war or

ambitions, no matter how "righteous" the cause may be! Even theambitions, no matter how "righteous" the cause may be! Even theambitions, no matter how "righteous" the cause may be! Even theambitions, no matter how "righteous" the cause may be! Even the

brotherhood's goal of reclaiming this planet for the noble seed of thebrotherhood's goal of reclaiming this planet for the noble seed of thebrotherhood's goal of reclaiming this planet for the noble seed of thebrotherhood's goal of reclaiming this planet for the noble seed of the

future will not require arms, explosives, court battles or any such thing!future will not require arms, explosives, court battles or any such thing!future will not require arms, explosives, court battles or any such thing!future will not require arms, explosives, court battles or any such thing!

Having said this we do not expect you to betray your deepest heartfeltHaving said this we do not expect you to betray your deepest heartfeltHaving said this we do not expect you to betray your deepest heartfeltHaving said this we do not expect you to betray your deepest heartfelt

sentiments of patriotism, however, please put your actions into propersentiments of patriotism, however, please put your actions into propersentiments of patriotism, however, please put your actions into propersentiments of patriotism, however, please put your actions into proper

perspective with your knowledge of universal reality. If you do that, youperspective with your knowledge of universal reality. If you do that, youperspective with your knowledge of universal reality. If you do that, youperspective with your knowledge of universal reality. If you do that, you

will avoid the pitfalls of fanaticism. Feeding the people the truth of thewill avoid the pitfalls of fanaticism. Feeding the people the truth of thewill avoid the pitfalls of fanaticism. Feeding the people the truth of thewill avoid the pitfalls of fanaticism. Feeding the people the truth of the

ages will accomplish all that is necessary for a successful conclusion ofages will accomplish all that is necessary for a successful conclusion ofages will accomplish all that is necessary for a successful conclusion ofages will accomplish all that is necessary for a successful conclusion of

this age! this age! this age! this age! Let wisdom guide all your actions and keep yourself aloof ofLet wisdom guide all your actions and keep yourself aloof ofLet wisdom guide all your actions and keep yourself aloof ofLet wisdom guide all your actions and keep yourself aloof of

popular contentious issues!!popular contentious issues!!popular contentious issues!!popular contentious issues!!

Never before in the known history of mankind have we seen a greater

opportunity for so many people to become reunited with their celestial
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Brotherhood ALL AT ONCE! Many negative karmic responses can

instantaneously be dealt with IN THIS INCARNATION, provided we will not

"miss our (flying) boat" this time around, and thus the continuation of ourand thus the continuation of ourand thus the continuation of ourand thus the continuation of our

progression will have been guaranteed.progression will have been guaranteed.progression will have been guaranteed.progression will have been guaranteed. The great failure of the rebellious

ones will not be so much their burial under thousands of feet of sediment,

but rather their own digression into another series of countless incarnations

for the purpose of repeating many learned and unlearned lessons under the

enticing influence of dark forces, until another equinox in planetary history

will offer them a chance to not "miss their boat" next time. Good bye!

E P I L O G U EE P I L O G U EE P I L O G U EE P I L O G U E

And one more time in conclusion we will kindly share with you, our

precious readers, some words of counsel given to us from Commander

Melix on August 14th, 1996, words as delivered by the Mancharians:

"Place yourselves away from the contempt of the public at large toward

those horrendous lies given through archival attempts of the naughty ones,

for when these truths are given out around the globe and perhaps other

globes as well, you are in for the shock of your lives! "BEREFT THEN WILL

BE THE STRUCTURES OF GOLD AND PLATINUM BUILDINGS MEANT FOR THE

SELECTION OF THE CHILDREN OF GOD, FOR THEY UNWITTINGLY PLACE

THEMSELVES THROUGH MEMORANDUM OF DIALOGUE OF THE DEVILS INTO

A PARTITION OF ULTRA WAVES COMING FROM THEIR STRICKEN POLICY OF

BREAKING INTO THE UNIVERSE AND OUT OF THE HEATED CONDITION OF

THE LIMELIGHT OF CHRISTIAN JURISDICTION!

"Out front will be displayed in the time throughout the many centuries of

conscientious craft of the enlightened ones such as yourselves, but beware

and we do warn ye all, DO NOT LET THEY ONES SUCH AS THE RABID ONES

OF THE RELIGIOUS ESTABLISHMENT GET TOO NEAR UNTO YOU ONE'S

PALATABLE BONES! JUST DO AS WE DO: BECOME THE INVISIBLE TARGET TO

ALL AND YOU WILL BE READY FOR ALL THOSE WHO SELDOM EVER GOT TO

VISIT THE LIKES OF THE ENTITIES FROM SPACE, NAMELY HERE YE AND SHE

AND HE! GOODNESS AND GLORY MAY SURROUND THE TWAIN OF YE FREELY!
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"We have all so much to look forward to, and in such a short time the

curtains will fall on act four and display to the continents all that has seldom

been witnessed for generations through the true indoctrination of the

gemstone of the nations: THE SENTANA-RIES's ARE STAYING IN AMERICA!

ALL GLORY TO YE THROUGHOUT THE NATIONS, AND GREETINGS EXTENDED

FROM SANANDA, THE LORD, WHO BROUGHT MUCH OF THIS INTO PLACE

FOR THE EXTENSION OF HEIGHTENED CONSCIOUS ENDEAVOUR TOWARD

THE FIXATION OF LIFE EVERLASTING TOWARD THE PEOPLE AND PATRONS

OF THE EARTHEN PLANE!! Good night."  
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THE EPITAPH OF FINANCE (PART ONE)THE EPITAPH OF FINANCE (PART ONE)THE EPITAPH OF FINANCE (PART ONE)THE EPITAPH OF FINANCE (PART ONE)

(The Epitaph of Finance)(The Epitaph of Finance)(The Epitaph of Finance)(The Epitaph of Finance)

bybybyby

Reni Sentana-RiesReni Sentana-RiesReni Sentana-RiesReni Sentana-Ries

THE MONEY DYNASTY IS ABOUT TO ENDTHE MONEY DYNASTY IS ABOUT TO ENDTHE MONEY DYNASTY IS ABOUT TO ENDTHE MONEY DYNASTY IS ABOUT TO END

WITH THE END OF THIS AGE.WITH THE END OF THIS AGE.WITH THE END OF THIS AGE.WITH THE END OF THIS AGE.

IT WILL BE BURIED ALONG WITH THE OLIGARCHYIT WILL BE BURIED ALONG WITH THE OLIGARCHYIT WILL BE BURIED ALONG WITH THE OLIGARCHYIT WILL BE BURIED ALONG WITH THE OLIGARCHY

OF MEN, WHICH CONTROL IT.OF MEN, WHICH CONTROL IT.OF MEN, WHICH CONTROL IT.OF MEN, WHICH CONTROL IT.

TIME HAS COME TO TELL THE PEOPLE,TIME HAS COME TO TELL THE PEOPLE,TIME HAS COME TO TELL THE PEOPLE,TIME HAS COME TO TELL THE PEOPLE,

LEST ITS COLLAPSE WILL GO DOWN UNMENTIONEDLEST ITS COLLAPSE WILL GO DOWN UNMENTIONEDLEST ITS COLLAPSE WILL GO DOWN UNMENTIONEDLEST ITS COLLAPSE WILL GO DOWN UNMENTIONED

IN HE ANNALS OF MAN'S HISTORY.IN HE ANNALS OF MAN'S HISTORY.IN HE ANNALS OF MAN'S HISTORY.IN HE ANNALS OF MAN'S HISTORY.

ITS DEMISE WILL BE THE FALLITS DEMISE WILL BE THE FALLITS DEMISE WILL BE THE FALLITS DEMISE WILL BE THE FALL

OF THE GREATEST TYRANNY MAN HAS EVER SEEN.OF THE GREATEST TYRANNY MAN HAS EVER SEEN.OF THE GREATEST TYRANNY MAN HAS EVER SEEN.OF THE GREATEST TYRANNY MAN HAS EVER SEEN.

WE HAIL THIS EVENT,WE HAIL THIS EVENT,WE HAIL THIS EVENT,WE HAIL THIS EVENT,

FOR THE END OF THIS DYNASTYFOR THE END OF THIS DYNASTYFOR THE END OF THIS DYNASTYFOR THE END OF THIS DYNASTY

WILL USHER IN THE DAWNING OF A NEW DAYWILL USHER IN THE DAWNING OF A NEW DAYWILL USHER IN THE DAWNING OF A NEW DAYWILL USHER IN THE DAWNING OF A NEW DAY

OF FREEDOM FOR THE PEOPLE!OF FREEDOM FOR THE PEOPLE!OF FREEDOM FOR THE PEOPLE!OF FREEDOM FOR THE PEOPLE!

BEYOND RELIGION: ABUNDANT JOY! (PART TWO)BEYOND RELIGION: ABUNDANT JOY! (PART TWO)BEYOND RELIGION: ABUNDANT JOY! (PART TWO)BEYOND RELIGION: ABUNDANT JOY! (PART TWO)

bybybyby

Reni Sentana-RiesReni Sentana-RiesReni Sentana-RiesReni Sentana-Ries

AND AS THE LIGHT OF TRUTHAND AS THE LIGHT OF TRUTHAND AS THE LIGHT OF TRUTHAND AS THE LIGHT OF TRUTH

SHINES FORTH INTO THE HEARTS OF MAN,SHINES FORTH INTO THE HEARTS OF MAN,SHINES FORTH INTO THE HEARTS OF MAN,SHINES FORTH INTO THE HEARTS OF MAN,

SO WILL RELIGIOUS DECEPTIONSO WILL RELIGIOUS DECEPTIONSO WILL RELIGIOUS DECEPTIONSO WILL RELIGIOUS DECEPTION

FADE INTO ITS OWN ABYSS,FADE INTO ITS OWN ABYSS,FADE INTO ITS OWN ABYSS,FADE INTO ITS OWN ABYSS,

AND TRUTH WILL SIGNIFY WITH ITS RADIANCEAND TRUTH WILL SIGNIFY WITH ITS RADIANCEAND TRUTH WILL SIGNIFY WITH ITS RADIANCEAND TRUTH WILL SIGNIFY WITH ITS RADIANCE

THE RELEASE OF ALL ITS CAPTIVESTHE RELEASE OF ALL ITS CAPTIVESTHE RELEASE OF ALL ITS CAPTIVESTHE RELEASE OF ALL ITS CAPTIVES

INTO THE FRIENDLY FOLDINTO THE FRIENDLY FOLDINTO THE FRIENDLY FOLDINTO THE FRIENDLY FOLD

OF THE BROTHERHOODS OF LIGHT!OF THE BROTHERHOODS OF LIGHT!OF THE BROTHERHOODS OF LIGHT!OF THE BROTHERHOODS OF LIGHT!
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Money is the root of all evil.

Evil is everywhere because the system of money is everywhere.

Man is controlled by lack of money

Which keeps him in poverty, indignity, stress, chaos and crime.

We call it “hell” – the opposite of paradise.

The people want their lost paradise back

But can’t have it where money keeps them in slavery.

And so the people decided that money must go

That paradise may come!

And with their feet they walked and their hands they laboured

And their voices they shouted and their will they insisted

And with the might of their souls they overturned the tables of the money

changers!

That was the day when paradise came back to give them joy!

- Reni Sentana-Ries
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